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Service restoration priorities 
This is a time of year when severe weather can cause 

your Cooperative problems, and the result can be a power 
outage for you, the member. How does the Cooperative 
restore service and what priorities are used? The illustration 
above depicts an area near a typical substation. A three- 
phase feeder line has been put out of service by a fallen 
tree. A tap line that serves two homes also is out of service 
due to a second fallen tree. House 5 and House 1 have 
snapped service wires. The outages have been reported to 
Corn Belt. Where do we start the repair work and what is 
the priority? 

Since the fallen tree is on a three-phase line, many more 
homes than shown in the illustration are affected, and 
many phone calls would have been received along this line. 
The repair crews will be dispatched to the substation and 
they start working their way along this line to put as many 
members in service as soon as possible. The tree would be 
removed, wires would be spliced, and the leaning pole 
would be straightened. Once this is accomplished this line 
will be put back into service and the first priority has been 
accomplished. 

The next step is the tap line. This primary single-phase 
line serves two homes — House 4 and House 5. Neither can 
receive service until the tree is removed and the line is 
repaired. If this had been repaired first, no power is avail¬ 
able since there is a tree on the main distribution line. The 
tree is removed, the line spliced and House 4 has service. 

Our crews would either have noticed that lights at House 5 
did not go on when those at House 4 did, or the dispatcher, 
with the member’s help, would have notified the crew there 
was a downed service wire. Once the line at House 5 is 
repaired and service is restored, the crew would be dis¬ 
patched to House 1 to repair the service wire. 

This scene is not exact, as there likely will be more than 
one repair crew in the vicinity and crews working in union 
could complete repairs in a different sequence. 

The point that is being made is that your service will be 
restored as quickly and safely as possible. The Cooperative 
has as its priority to restore as many members as possible. 
Individual members are usually the last to be restored. 

One important factor in restoring the service is your 
help. If you know your wires are snapped, a tree is down 
through the line or a pole has broken, let us know when 
you call in. It saves you and us time when we know where 
the problem is. This saves valuable time for a crew in 
trying to find a problem. 

Before you call: Did you check your breakers or fuses? 
Are your neighbors out of service? 

When you call: Give your map location number; the per¬ 
son who is billed for the service; any other information 
that you are aware of. 

Your assistance is invaluable and allows us to give you 
prompt repair service! 
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Electricity: quite a friend 
When’s the last time you called the area bottling com¬ 

pany to complain about the cost of soft drinks or grumbled 
to the hardware store manager that the price of a shovel 
was out of sight? 

Chances are an electric bill is more apt to provoke com¬ 
ment. Funny, isn’t it? This is probably the only time elec¬ 
tricity comes to mind. 

Because electricity is an invisible commodity, forgetting 
the work it does for us is easy. 

Like nearly all other purchases, electricity costs continue 
to climb. But a closer look at what is provided for the price 
shows electricity remains a startlingly good bargain. 

In the United States your way of life and very existence 
depend on electric power. In a typical day you might use 
electricity in dozens of ways. 

Many of these eliminate drudgery; for example, that 
electric trimmer lets you spruce up the yard without stoop¬ 
ing for hours in the sun. 

Wasted hot water is 
money down the drain 

Heating water is the second largest energy user in the 
home. In fact, about four percent of America’s total energy 
consumption is attributable to heating water. Family hot 
water usage has increased due to more widespread use of 
automatic washers and dishwashers. The estimated water 
use in today’s average home is: 
Tub bath 10-15 gal. 
Shower (under 5 min. duration) 8-12 gal. 

Automatic washer 25-35 gal. 
Automatic dishwasher 11-16 gal. 

Hand wash dishes (each time) 9-14 gal. 

Shampoo 5-7 gal. 
Cleaning 3-8 gal. 

Food Preparation 5 gal. 
Average Hot Water Used per Day 

2 adults - 1 child 60 gal. 

2 adults - 2 children 70 gal. 

2 adults - 3 children 80 gal. 

A leaking hot water faucet should never be disregarded. 
Little drops of water cost money. These are examples of 
how much hot water and electricity can “go down the 
drain” through leaky faucets! 

Drops Gallons KWH 

per Minute per Month per Month 

60 192 48 
90 310 78 

120 429 107 
Most tanks on electric water heaters are fitted with one- 

inch glass fiber or mineral wool insulation. Wrap jacket of 
electric water heater (top/sides) with batt insulation. Cover 
joints with tape. Increasing insulation three to five inches 
will save from five to 11 percent in standby heat loss. 

Electricity provides entertainment by powering televi¬ 
sions, radios and stereos. It’s a grooming tool (razors, hair¬ 
dryers, curling irons). It controls temperature (fans, air con¬ 
ditioners, heaters), keeps us healthy (X-rays, vaporizers, 
kidney machines) and stores and prepares food (ranges, 
refrigerators, blenders). In the evening it sheds light on the 
day’s news. 

Sometimes electricity helps us save money. Perhaps 
you’re operating a freezer, so you can stock up bargains at 
the meat market or preserve produce from a garden. 

Whether in the residential or business world, electricity 
plays a major role in improving efficiency and quality of 
life. The list goes on and on. 

Compared to other fuels, electricity is significantly 
cheaper. In the last decade the cost of electricity increased 
about 166 percent. Not too bad when you consider that a 
barrel of oil increased 1,317 percent; $32.60/barrel in 1980 
in contrast to $2.30 in 1970. Over the same period, fuel oil 
costs rose 517 percent, gasoline 497 percent and natural gas 
306 percent. 

If electric rates had remained exactly the same between 
1970 and 1980, bills would have increased 33 percent for 
the typical consumer — simply because an average con¬ 
sumer uses 33 percent more electricity today than was used 
10 years ago. 

When you compare electricity to purchases other than 
fuel, those utility bills might take on an even rosier color: 
• Spending $6 for a record album might not hurt a bit. 

Note, however, the same $6 buys enough electricity to 
play a stereo two hours a day for almost a year. 

• The $5.49 spent for a broom will run a vacuum cleaner 
10 minutes a day for close to two years. 

• For the cost of a pack of cigarettes you can watch color 
television for about 60 hours. 

• What’s invested in one pair of medium-priced men’s 
shoes could run an air conditioner for most of the 
summer. 
Besides the work electricity does, there are other bene¬ 

fits people receive that are less obvious: 
• To obtain most products you must either order them or 

go out and buy them yourself. Electricity is instantly 
available right in the home or workplace. A press of a 
button or a flick of a switch delivers power with the 
speed of light. 

• Some products are available only during a business’s 
regular working hours. Electricity is a service you can 
depend on 24 hours a day. 

• Electricity is one product used before it is paid for. 
• When rural electric consumers pay their electric bills, 

they are also buying peace of mind. Part of their power 
bill is paying for reclamation of mined lands, meeting air 
and water quality standards and alleviating social and 
economic impacts. 

• Consumers can count on skilled personnel to make sure 
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Try a month of monitoring your meter 
Ever wonder how you could have used all of that electri¬ 

city? Most folks find themselves wondering this when it 
comes time to pay the monthly electric service bill. The 
usual reaction is: “There is just no way we could have 
used that much energy.” However, the meter indicates that 
the recorded amount has been used, and the amount of the 
bill is due. 

If this happens rather frequently, it might be a good idea 
to follow the advice of your cooperative and try meter 
monitoring. 

By using a handy meter monitoring chart (clipped from 
this page) members may record the amount of electric 
energy used on a daily basis. Take just a few minutes each 
day (preferably at the same time) and jot down the read¬ 
ing on your electric meter. 

It would be best to begin with the amount shown on the 
day the reading was taken. Then, by subtracting the previ¬ 
ous day’s reading from the current reading each day, you 
get the number of kilowatt-hours used during that 24-hour 
period. By adding the daily figures into a weekly total and 
the weeks into a monthly total, you can see how much — 
and when — and for what — you and your family used 
energy. 

Electric meters, when not tampered, are very accurate. 
When the meter records an unusually high amount of 
energy used in a given day, try to determine how that 
energy was consumed. It’s far easier to determine if the 
family has used the heating more than usual, or if larger 
than usual amounts of laundry have been washed and dried, 
on the day this has been done. Let’s face it, after the time 
lapse has gone beyond 48 hours it’s extremely hard for 
most of us to remember exactly what was done in the area 
of energy consumption. 

So by checking and finding the activities which consume 
unusually large amounts of energy, you can take whatever 
steps are necessary to remedy the situation. 

electric power is being provided as reliably and effi¬ 
ciently as possible. 

As costs for producing electricity rise, so does the vari¬ 
ety of uses for electricity. In the next 25 years, electric con¬ 
sumption is expected to triple. 

Rural electric systems face great challenges in providing 
the needed service at the lowest possible cost in spite of 
higher operating costs. 

Today, rural electrics have an enviable record for reliable 
service and a reputation as pioneers and innovators in 
energy conservation and research. 

Your rural electric systems are continually striving to 
improve service and efficiency. The goal of your elected dir¬ 
ectors is to give the best service possible at the lowest pos¬ 
sible cost. 

Now. Think of all you get when you pay for electricity. 
Wouldn’t you say it’s quite a friend? 

August 1982/ND REC Magazine 

METER MONITOR CHART 
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24th Annual 
Youth To Washington Essay-Speech Contest 
For high school students in sophomore or junior class -- 1983 

SUBJECT: “YOU ARE HEAD OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY. 
IMPLEMENT YOUR ENERGY POLICY.” 

SPONSOR: CORN BELT ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE INC. 
P.O.Box 816, BLOOMINGTON, IL 

Phone: (309) 662-5330 or 1-800-322-6541 toll free 
PRIZES: TWO — One week bus trips to Washington, D. C. — June 10-17, 1983 

A once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for two winners to receive an in-depth view of our government, including the White 
House, and personally meet with congressmen, senators, and other leaders, and usually meet with the President. 

All ten finalists will attend Illinois Youth Day at our State Capitol in Springfield, Tuesday, April 19, 1983, and 
personally meet with State leaders. 
8 RUNNERS-UP - $20.00 Cash 
WHO MAY ENTER: Any high school student in sophomore or junior class (10th or 11th year) enrolled in a school district 
all or partly served by Corn Belt Electric Cooperative Inc. (members of families of this co-op board of directors or 
employees, or previous trip winners, are not eligible.) You do not need to receive service from Corn Belt to enter. 
FORM OF ESSAY: Must be typed on 8V2 inch by 11 inch paper, double spaced, one side only, and approximately 1,500 
words in length. Contestant’s name must not be on the paper. Entry blank must accompany essay, giving name, parent’s 
consent, etc. Essays in excess of 1,500 words will be accepted but will be penalized for each additional 100 words. The 
words “a, and, the”, etc. will be counted as words. Hyphenated words count as one word. Contestants must count words 

and enter total word count at end of essay. 
LAST DATE OF MAILING: Essay and entry blanks must be at the office of Corn Belt Electric Cooperative Inc., P. O. 
Box 816, Bloomington, II. 61701, not later than noon, March 23, 1983. 

JUDGING: Essay will be graded by a committee of judges on the following basis: 
Originality of Essay 20 Points Composition 20 Points 
Content and Accuracy of Fact 20 Points Oral Presentation 40 Points 

Grading will be done first without the oral presentation. The ten highest scorers will be asked to give a 5-minute summary 
of their essay. 
DINNER AND CONTEST: Each of the ten high contestants, parents, and sponsors, will be invited to dinner on April 13th 
after which essays will be summarized by students and judged. “Sponsor” means the person or couple who interested or 
helped the contestant most. 

INFORMATION FOR CONTES¬ 
TANTS: Contestants may secure infor¬ 
mation anywhere available. The Co-op 
office will also send literature to every¬ 
one interested. All contestants are 
invited to come to Co-op office for 
additional information at any time. 
TO ENTER THIS CONTEST: 
1. Just send a card to Corn Belt Elec¬ 
tric Cooperative Inc., P. O. Box 816, 
Bloomington, II. 61701, requesting 
information material and an entry 
blank. Your Agriculture teacher, 
Home Economics teacher, English 
teacher, or Co-op members will be glad 
to help you. 
2. Send your essay with the entry 
blank to arrive not later than noon, 
March 23, 1983. 

ESSAY DEADLINE 

Essays and entry blanks must be received by noon, Wednesday, March 23, 
1983. Enter now! 

Corn Belt Electric Cooperative Inc. 
P. O. Box 816 
Bloomington, IL 61701 

Please send an entry blank and information concerning this summer’s 
“Youth to Washington” essay contest. 

Name      Date  

Parents’ Name      

Address      

Telephone No. Age _Sex: Male _____ Female 

High School  Class Year   
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Manager Jeff Reeves answers one of many questions asked by members of the 
Member Advisory Committee. 
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Member Advisory 
Committee commences 

Corn Belt’s Member Advisory Com¬ 
mittee met Tuesday, January 11, at 6 
p.m. at Bob Johnson’s Brandtville 
Restaurant in Bloomington. What is a 
Member Advisory Committee? At the 
direction of the Board of Directors, 
100 members representing all service 
areas were invited to attend the 
formation of the Member Advisory 
Committee (MAC). 

Why have a MAC? The directors 
want to increase two-way communica¬ 
tion. By having this committee meet 
four times a year, it is intended to 
foster further dissemination of infor¬ 
mation. 

In this pilot endeavor, due to 
inclement weather a less-than-hoped- 
for attendance was realized. The 
questions posed by those present were 
what may be on most of our members’ 
minds. Questions ranged from “Why 
are rates so high? Will electric rates 
continue to increase? Why don’t you 
freeze your wages? Will Clinton 
Nuclear Power Station ever open and 
when?” 

From this first meeting, further 
meetings are scheduled to increase 
face-to-face communication. This first 
meeting was attended by directors of 
the Cooperative and staff and estab¬ 
lished a basis for future meetings. 

Your Cooperative is interested in 
representing all geographical areas of 
the Co-op and all different types of 
members. 

Officers for 1983 were approved 
from those present who volunteered 
and they are: Mrs. Ruth Cope, Presi¬ 
dent, Route 2, Hudson; William 
Rolley, V-President, 2106 Oakwood 
Ave., Bloomington; and Helen Webb, 
Secretary, Route 2, Danvers. 

Members elected to the Planning 
Committee were: Lynn Sallee, Route 
4, Bloomington; Tammy Rolley, 2106 
Oakwood Ave., Bloomington; and Ray 
Cheevers, Route 2, Bloomington. 

Future REN issues will keep you 
informed of the actions and recom¬ 
mendations that this organization is 
involved in. 

Your Cooperative’s 45th Annual 
Meeting will be held Saturday, March 
26, 1983, at Bloomington High School 
Auditorium. This year’s meeting is 
planned to be as successful as last 
year’s. Registration for the meeting 
will be from 8:30 a.m. to 10 a.m. 
Coffee and doughnuts will be served 
during registration. A meal is planned 
for all those registered and who attend 
the meeting, and will be served in the 
cafeteria. Reservations are required. 

You will receive an Annual Meeting 
Notice. In this notice will be a card to 
return for your dinner reservations. If 
you don’t receive an Annual Meeting 
Notice contact our office immediately. 
There is no cost for the meal. 

Prizes and special drawings will 
again be featured. A special “Early 
Bird” drawing will be held for those 
registering between 8:30 a.m. and 10 
a.m. 

Tentative meeting schedule is the 
same as last year: meeting to begin at 
10 a.m. and should be ended at noon. 
Meal to be served immediately follow¬ 
ing meeting. 

Your Cooperative is looking for¬ 
ward to seeing you at the 45th Annual 
Meeting. Make your plans now and 
circle March 26 on the calendar. Hope 
to see you there! 
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Essay contest 
deadline 

Attention sophomores and juniors! 
The deadline for your essay is 12 
noon, Wednesday, March 23, 1983. 
For those who have started, you have 

approximately one month to finish 
your essay. If you haven’t entered it’s 
not too late to enter. This year’s 
subject is: “You are the Head of the 
Department of Energy. Implement 
Your Energy Policy.” 

The ten finalists will present their 
essay for judging. All will spend a day 

with state leaders in Springfield, April 
19. Two co-winners are awarded 
all-expense paid trips to Washington, 
D.C. the week of June 10-17, 1983. 
Ask your teacher or principal’s office 
for details, or contact the Cooperative 
now for an entry blank and all neces¬ 
sary information. Good luck! 

NOMINATING COMMITTEE — Seated, left to right, are: Irl Webb, Jeffrey Power, Melvin Schuler, and Duane Johnson. 
Standing, left to right, are: Robert Hopkins, Ralph Steiger, Paul Malone, and Rae Payne. Not present were Robert 
Donnell, William Dehority and Daniel Toohill. 

Electric 
Insulators Are 
Poor Targets! 
Don't shoot at those glass or clay insulators that carry 
electric lines. Three people have been killed recently 
in Nebraska and one in South Dakota when the lines 
fell and electrocuted them. 
The interruption in electric service can be costly, too. 
Confined hogs and poultry have suffocated when ven¬ 
tilation has gone out. 
The insulators are expensive to replace and the cost 
must be passed on to the members of the coopera¬ 
tive. 

Four nominated 
for directors 

On January 11, 1983, the Nominating Committee met 
to nominate candidates for four board positions to be filled 
by election at the 45th Annual Meeting of the Cooperative 
to be held Saturday, March 26. 

The terms of Lewis White, Bloomington, District I; 
Homer Jeckel, Delavan, District II; K. Eugene Dressier, El 
Paso, District III; and John Butterfield, Maroa, District V, 
expire this year. 

The committee nominated for re-election for three-year 
terms: Lewis White, Homer Jeckel and John Butterfield. K. 
Eugene Dressier did not choose to run for re-election and 
Stephen Schertz of Route 2, El Paso, was nominated for 
directorship in District III, for a three-year term. 

The Nominating Committee consisted of the following 
members: Rae Payne, Route 1, Towanda-, Melvin Schuler, 
Route 1, Lexington; Irl Webb, Route 2, Danvers; Paul 
Malone, Maroa; Ralph Steiger, Route 2, Delavan; Robert E. 
Hopkins, Jr., Route 1, Minier; Duane Johnson, Route 1, 
LeRoy; Jeffrey Power, Route 2, Saybrook; William 
Dehority, Route 1, El Paso; Robert Donnell, Lexington; 
and Daniel Toohill, Route 1, Wapella. 
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Pictured is training instructor Howard Webb from McGraw-Edison explaining the 
functions and operations of a regulator. This training increases the safety, 
education and all-around genera! knowledge of operations personnel. Through 
this we can serve you, the member-owner, better. 

Howard Campbell 

37 years 
of service 

LADIES 
Have you ever wondered what your home 
appliances cost to operate each month? 

just plug the appliance into the sub-meter and 
watch the kilowatt-hours register. 

If interested—Contact the Member Service Department at 1-800-322-6541 

Howard Campbell of 301 S. Sher¬ 
man, Clinton, maintenance foreman, 
retired February 15, 1983. He began 
working at Corn Belt Electric Cooper¬ 
ative November 6, 1945 as an appren¬ 
tice lineman, progressing to journey¬ 
man lineman working out of the 
Clinton section. His duties as lineman 
were varied and included being on 
standby every other weekend for 
many years. In 1973 Howard was 
promoted to maintenance foreman 
and worked on construction of over¬ 
head and specializing in underground 
lines. 

Howard married Millie Martin, of 
Clinton, on September 12, 1942, while 
in the Army stationed in the State of 
Washington. Millie is employed by 
Montgomery Ward at College Hills 
Mall. They have two sons: Steve, who 
lives in Alabama, and Stanley, who 
lives in Texas. They have four grand¬ 
children, who keep Howard and 
Millie young and busy. 

Howard won’t miss the ice storms, 
harsh working winters and the daily 
drive from Clinton to Bloomington 
and back. Howard plans to fish, hunt, 
camp and spend many fruitful hours in 
his woodworking shop. When his wife, 
Millie, retires they intend to do some 
traveling. We wish Howard and Millie a 
long, happy and productive retire¬ 
ment. Thank you for 37 years of 
dedicated service to Corn Belt Electric 
Cooperative. 
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Your phone 
is busy! 

Many of our members have recently expressed concern 
when they call to report a power outage the line is busy. It 
is very frustrating to experience this, and thoughts run 
through our minds that the phone is off the hook or the 
line has somehow been placed in the busy signal position. 
After an hour of calling your frustration level has increased 
and probably turned to anger. You’re in need of help, 
you’re calling the Power Outage number (1-800-322-6541) 
and no one is helping you! Why? 

AFTER 4:30 P.M. DAILY, ON SATURDAY, SUNDAY 
AND HOLIDAYS you are to use the 1-800-322-6541 
number to report a power outage. Your call goes to one 
incoming phone line. If a line of 30 members or less is out 
the line may be busy as everyone who is at home attempts 
to notify the Cooperative. When a major line or substation 
that serves anywhere from 100 to 1,000 people is out, the 
calls are received at the office which has two incoming 
WATS lines. You will still receive a busy signal more than 
likely due to the volume of calls received. 

Local radio stations such as WJBC, WRBA, WLMA-FM, 
etc. are notified of a major outage, to further communicate 
with our members as soon as possible. 

Power outages in the rural area due to various causes — 
storms, cars hitting poles, animals getting into equipment — 
are a way of life. Your Cooperative is constantly monitor¬ 
ing ways in which service can be improved without causing 
our rates to increase. 

Remember the busy signal the next time you and your 
neighbors are out of power. Don’t give up calling. We want 
to hear from you. We have had instances where everyone on 
the line thought their neighbor had called in and no one 
had. 

Your Cooperative apologizes for the inconvenience you 
may experience from a power outage. We are at the other 
end of the phone doing everything possible to restore your 
power in the safest and quickest manner possible. 

Is your house losing energy? 
A FREE energy audit could help. 

For an appointment—Contact the Member Service Department at 1-800-322-6541 

22% INFILTRATION 

21% WALLS 

35% ATTIC & 
CEILING 

11% BASEMENT 

— 11% WINDOWS & DOORS 

Patterns of heat loss in an uninsulated house 
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System reliability 

Hopedale substation to relieve overloading 
On February 8, 1983, the new Hopedale substation was 

energized. Located in the western part of the Cooperative’s 
service area, this substation and transmission line is one of 
two new projects that will meet the demands and needs of 
the members. This new substation will serve approximately 
300 members in Tazewell County. This service was form¬ 
erly served by the Tazewell substation and Armington sub¬ 
station. Total cost for the new Hopedale substation, 8.5 

Office closing 
Corn Belt Electric Cooperative’s office will be closed 

Friday, April 1, in observance of Good Friday. 

Learn more 
about your cooperative 

Corn Belt Electric Cooperative would be happy to meet 
with a group to discuss such topics as: your Cooperative, 
your electric bills, and ways in which to use your energy 
more efficiently and effectively. If you live in a subdivision, 
trailer court, etc., whether through a homeowners associa¬ 
tion or not, we will meet with you. Just call or write Mana¬ 
ger Jeff Reeves today for more details. 

miles of transmission line and new three-phase line is 
$900,000. 

The new substation will relieve overloading of Arming- 
ton and Tazewell feeder lines, reduce potential future low 
voltage, and provide a back-up in case of a transformer fail¬ 
ure in either Armington or Tazewell substations. 

As you can see by the unshaded area on the attached 

sketch, the service area of the Hopedale station will extend 
to northeast of Emden, west and north of Hopedale, and 
east of Delavan. Subdivisions Venado Lakes and Hills of 
Argyll will be closer to their main power source and will 
not be susceptible to line outages as in the past. This area 
has a high concentration of electrically heated homes and 
the projects will further system reliability. 

Borrowing money for the total project with a 3 5-year 
pay-back period allows your Cooperative to blend this cost 
into the rates as opposed to a tremendous rate increase over 
a short period. 

Meeting your needs and usage requirements is a chal¬ 
lenge that your Cooperative will continue to address. We 
apologize for the inconveniences of power interruptions 
during construction and appreciate your patience and 
understanding during this construction project. Thank 
you!!! 

Annual meeting notice 
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Your Cooperative’s 45th Annual Meeting is Saturday, 
March 26, 1983, at Bloomington High School Auditorium. 
Registration for the meeting will be from 8:30 a.m. to 10 
a.m. Coffee and doughnuts will be served during registra¬ 
tion. A meal is being served at noon after the meeting. 
Deadline for registration for the meeting is Thursday, 
March 24. If you haven’t sent in your registration please 
contact the office. There is no cost for the meal. 

The meeting is to begin at 10 a.m. and you are urged to 
attend. Make YOUR Cooperative’s 45th Annual Meeting a 
successful one. 
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January newsletter comments 
In your January bill the Cooperative asked for your 

comments as to what one area it needs to improve. In your 
March bill the numeric answers were listed for your infor¬ 
mation. Below are the comments that were received. We ask 
that any time you have a comment concerning the Cooper¬ 
ative, call or write us and let us know. Without your input 
we cannot address your problems and attempt to correct 
them. Your comments: 

It costs too much! 
I think envelopes are a great idea. 
We are well satisfied — no complaint. 
If the rich people and stockholders want to keep on rais¬ 

ing the rates let them pay for it. 
Can’t think of anything. I like your self-addressed 

envelope. 
We have no complaints. In case of outage everything has 

been done that reasonably can be done. 
I always sent my check on time and read meter. I didn’t 

like being penalized because some didn’t and must pay for 
someone to read my meter now. 

I use less but it keeps increasing in price. 
The electric service is real good. I love the addressed 

envelope also. Let us read our own meter. Let the ones that 
abuse the privilege pay for having someone read them. 

When you know a certain area has a power outage, it 
would help if we were informed through WJBC so we didn’t 
all keep trying to call. 

No comment. But thanks a lot for enclosing the enve¬ 

lope. Wondered why you never did it much sooner. 
Service is good but cost is high for retirees on more or 

less a fixed income. 
Crews have been very considerate of the public in con¬ 

struction of the new substation in the Delavan area. 
I think you should freeze wages and help keep the cost 

of electricity down. 
Absolutely do not raise prices. Instead try looking 

around for ways to save money and lower prices like every¬ 
body else! Tighten your belt for a change!!! 

Put stamps on your envelope. 
Don’t know which products to use to insulate my house. 

Help! 

Keep charges down. 
Thanks for the addressed envelopes. Good idea. 
Work and improve system efficiency to keep rates as low 

as possible. 
Thank you for the return envelope, that is nice. 
Hold the cost down. 
When we first became subscribers we had frequent dis¬ 

ruptions but now ’that has been corrected. 
Everything is fine except cost. 
REN (4 pages) is a waste of money! Pass savings on to 

customers in lower prices! Bill stuffer is adequate. 
Reduce prices. 
Too costly! I think its ridiculous to send out envelopes, 

another expense that is not necessary — first meter readers, 
now this — pretty dumb! 

Find some way to reduce rates for a change! 
Check old line poles for repair or replacement. Keep up 

the good service and thank you. 
I can’t believe that meter readers, monthly billing, enve¬ 

lopes and time on this newsletter are saving me money. 
Increase service by decreasing my expense. Please. 

We feel the linemen do their best regardless of condi¬ 
tions — especially weather and storms. Thanks! 

Ever since you installed new power poles the electricity 

stays on much longer during storms and stuff. Thanks for 
renovating our service lines. 

Wish there was some way to keep the electric bill from 
going up when our grain price is so low. 

Lower cost — no need to add a newsletter and envelope 
when you just raised price nine percent. We could definitely 
do without it!!! 

We really like the idea of a return envelope. I have won¬ 
dered for some time why you didn’t have one. Thanks for 
the convenience. 

Manager’s response 
By Jeff Reeves 

I would like to talk to the membership regarding the 
newsletter comments. Your Cooperative is extremely inter¬ 
ested in your comments. There is not enough space avail¬ 
able to list all your comments and answer each different 
area of your concern. In this issue and future issues of the 
IREN, one area of your concern will be analyzed. This 
month I have selected the recent newsletter that was estab¬ 
lished. Let’s first take a look at cost as many of you are 
concerned with this aspect: 

Mailing Envelopes $128.94 

Return Envelopes 135.48 

Cost of Inserting 147.44 
Newsletter Expense 218.07 
Postate Increase (card vs. envelope) 161.53 

$791.46 
For February 2, 1983 the total cost of the newsletter 

was $791.46; divide this by 8,119 members and the average 
cost to each member was $.09748. 

For less than 10 cents the Cooperative is able to mail, 
insert a return envelope and newsletter to better serve you 
and, most importantly, increase communication. It has 
been pointed out in your comments to save this 10 cents a 
month. The Board of Directors is concerned with all aspects 
of the cost of operations and further is convinced that 10 
cents a month for this program is worth it. 

Many members of the past few years have asked that the 
Cooperative put their bill or bills in an envelope for the 
sake of privacy. Other members have asked the Cooperative 
to provide a return envelope for convenience, the members 
stating, “We are the only company that does not provide a 
self-addressed envelope.” 

This program will be analyzed further in the future to 
measure the effectiveness of the envelope and newsletter. 
Your cooperation, comments and overall feedback are 
essential to the success or failure of this or any other pro¬ 
gram your Cooperative engages in. 

In closing I remind you that Saturday, March 26, is the 
Cooperative’s 45th Annual Meeting. I hope that you will 
try to attend and make this our best annual meeting ever! 
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How your co-op is organized 

MANAGER OF ENGINEERING 
KEITH ERICKSON 

Field Engineers 

Michael Wingett 
Michael Butler 

Steve Wheeler 

Engineering Clerk 

Susie Andrew 

Engineering Services Department 
This organizational chart indicates how your Coopera¬ 

tive operates. As a continuing effort for all member-owners 
to become familiar with the operation, function, employ¬ 
ees, etc; a department or section of a department will be 
highlighted in the IREN magazine. This month the Engin¬ 
eering Services Department is looked at. 

The Engineering Department may be your first contact 
with the Cooperative. If you are building a new house or 
building, or altering an existing service this is the depart¬ 
ment to contact. Other services performed include staking 

These are the five Engineering Department employees. 
Standing from left to right: Michael Butler, Field Engineer; 
Michael Wingett, Field Engineer; Keith Erickson, Manager 
of Engineering Services. Seated from left to right: Susie 
Andrew, Engineering Clerk; Steve Wheeler, Assistant Field 
Engineer. 

of individual services, new line extensions or replacement of 
existing single- and three-phase line, layout of transmission 
line and substations. Their science is exact as the location 
of poles and underground cable inasmuch that numerous 
factors are all considered. Operations, maintenance, and 
safety are the prime concern. 

From the 2,739 miles of line that your Cooperative 
owns and operates an exhaustive record-keeping process is 
incurred. A record of every location is on file and updated 
every time a change occurs. Every mile of line is yearly ana¬ 
lyzed by computer for its loading a peak demand to check 
for voltage drop. The computer is further given data on 
every outage that occurs to point to problem areas on the 
system. Is it the supplier problem, mechanical equipment 
failure or is it the age of the line? These factors plus others 
then are analyzed to seek what remedies need to be imple¬ 
mented. Before they are put into action, economic studies 
are done to look at the short term goals vs. long term 
objectives. As technology changes it is applied if possible; 
once again looking at the economic cost and recommenda¬ 
tions are made to the Board of the Directors for their 
action. Two-year work plans as well as long range plans are 
formulated to improve the total operating system. 

Analyzing past, present and future consumption and 

what effect this has on your service wires, the feeder line or 
substation is a critical and vital function of Engineering 
Services. 

We encourage you to contact your Engineering Depart¬ 
ment whenever you are planning to construct a new home, 
alter an existing service or increase your usage. They as well 
as your Cooperative stand ready to serve you. 
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To send the current over 
long distances, voltage is 
stepped up as high as 
765,000 volts. ' 
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(often below ground) 
carry the electricity 
to your neighborhood. 
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reduces power to 

YoufL HOME 
is where it's available 
at the flick of a switch. 

How is it delivered to me? 
During the months of January and February problems 

occurred in the eastern part of the Cooperative’s service 
area. The problem in this incident was our supplier’s trans¬ 
mission line. Let’s take a brief look at how you receive your 
power: 

(1) At the power plant a generator produces electricity. 
(2) Transformers step up the voltage to send over long dis¬ 
tances. (3) Large, strong towers are used to carry large 
amounts of electricity. (4) As power is carried by these 
transmission lines which carry 69,000- and 34,500-volt lines 
that connect to (5) which is the substation transformer for 
local distribution. (6) Distribution lines carry the electricity 
throughout our service area until it reaches (7) where it 
goes through a transformer that reduces it from 7,200 volts 
to 120-240 volts for home use. 

Your Cooperative purchases its electricity from Illinois 
Power Company and Central Illinois Light Company. All 

our substations are owned by the Cooperative as in No. 5, 
however, if one of our suppliers experience a problem on 
their transmission line (4) there is no way for us to supply 

power to you. 
It is frustrating when you call the office and report an 

outage and the response you receive is that as soon as the 
power company repairs its line you’ll be back in service. We 
don’t know what the problem is and it is impossible to 
answer your questions on how soon service will be 
returned. 

Your board of directors is aware of this problem. A let¬ 
ter was sent by the manager of the Cooperative to Illinois 
Power citing problems that had occurred more frequently 
than in the past. Your Cooperative is concerned that the 
service that you recieve is dependable and reliable and it is 
trying to maintain the high level of quality that you have 

received in the past. 

CORN BELT ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE INC.. BLOOMINGTON. ILLINOIS CORN BELT ELECTRIC 
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Corn Belt Electric Cooperative Manager Jeff Reeves, right, congratulates the newest member of the board of directors, 
Stephen Schertz of El Paso. Schertz was elected to a three-year term during the cooperative's 45th Annual Meeting 
Saturday, March 26, in Bloomington. Reelected to similar terms were, from left, John Butterfield of Mama and Homer 
deckel of Delavan. Also elected to a three-year board term but not present for the photo was Lewis White of Bloomington. 

Schertz replaces retired Dressier on board 
Stephen Schertz of El Paso is the newest director of 

Corn Belt Electric Cooperative. Schertz replaces long-time 
director K. Eugene Dressier, also of El Paso, as the board 

member representing District III. He was elected to a 
three-year term. Dressier, who had been a director since 
1968, did not seek reelection. 

Three directors were reelected to three-year terms: 
Lewis White, Bloomington, District I; Homer Jeckel, Dela¬ 
van, District II; and John Butterfield, Maroa, District V. 

The election took place during Corn Belt’s 45th Annual 
Meeting March 26 at Bloomington Senior High School. All 
four of those elected were nominated by the nominating 
committee. 

Shertz is a grain producer who raises a “few hogs,” he 
says. A 1964 graduate of El Paso High School and a 1968 
graduate of the University of Illinois with a degree in 
chemical engineering, he has been farming since 1975. 
Before that he worked for 3M Corporation in St. Paul,, 
Minnesota, and was in the U.S. Army for two years. He and 
his wife, Diane, have two children: Kara, 6, and Darrin, 5. 

Officers’ reports prepared for the meeting included dis¬ 
cussions of member communications, recent construction 

projects, future construction and power supply. 
President Dressier said the recently expanded member 

communications program was the result of the board’s 
interest in developing and maintaining two-way communi¬ 
cations with Corn Belt members. He outlines four major 
parts of this program: a toll-free WATS telephone line to 
the cooperative headquarters, expanded monthly commun¬ 
ications in the Illinois Rural Electric News, a newsletter bill 
insert, and the cooperative’s new Member Advisory Com¬ 
mittee. 

Dressier said two major construction projects were 
completed in 1982 to improve service in the Hopedale and 
Cooksville areas. 

Future construction projects planned include rebuilding 
much of the system’s lines that were installed more than 40 
years ago. “Your electric cooperative’s electric distribution 
has been properly maintained to provide the best quality 
service available,” he said, adding, “but because of the 
age of many of our lines it will require continued capital 
expenditures to keep our distribution system capable of 
providing good, reliable service to all of our members.” 

Dressier brought members up to date on plans of Soy- 
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Members registering Coffee and doughnuts served before meeting 

land Power Cooperative, a federation of Corn Belt and 14 
other Illinois electric distribution cooperatives formed to 
secure long-term generating capacity for its membership. 
Soyland’s board recently voted to defer plans to construct a 
coal-fired generating plant in order to explore the potential 
of purchasing or leasing generating capacity from a neigh¬ 
boring utility. 

Manager Jeff Reeves devoted most of his report to 
power supply, explaining that he expects wholesale power 
costs to account for as much as 70 to 75 percent of the 
cooperative’s annual revenue in the future. 

“What takes place at Soyland Power Cooperative in the 
next six months will probably have more impact on your 
cooperative than any single factor has had since the incep¬ 
tion of the cooperative,” Reeves said. 

Reeves outlined the history of Soyland’s progress toward 
self-owned generation for its member-cooperatives. He 
noted that cooperative loads were growing at rates of 10-12 
percent per year when the original decision was made to 
construct the Pike plant. Loads have declined considerably 
since then, he added, creating some excess generating 
capacity in the electric utility industry. Rapid inflation and 
increased regulatory requirements have driven up the cost 
of building power plants, he added. 

When the decision was made to build the Pike plant, 
Reeves went on, “Utilities serving Soyland’s 15 member- 
systems were only willing to sell bulk power to the cooper¬ 
atives under short-term contracts that were subject to 
annual escalation as well as month-to-month wholesale fuel 

adjustments. 
“It could very well be that had Soyland not pursued the 

building of the 450-megawatt, coal-fired plant and have a 
loan guarantee in hand, offers made in recent months by 
several utilities to sell Soyland some of their excess gener¬ 
ating capacity may not have been made,” Reeves said. 

“As you have been told before, the primary purpose of 
your cooperative having its own generation, or to be able to 
secure long-term power contracts, is so that your coopera¬ 
tive can have control over its own power destiny. Without 
having long-term agreements, your cooperative would 
continually be faced with annual renegotiations of short¬ 
term contracts with investor-owned utilities with monthly 
increases in the fuel cost adjustments,” Reeves said. 

Secretary-Treasurer White reported that revenue for 
1982 was $9,856,642, compared to $9,057,690 in 1981. 
Purchased power expense increased from $5,197,141 to 
$5,718,156 and accounted for 58 percent of total revenue, 
he added. Margins for 1982 were $553,366, White said. 

Following the members’ meeting, the board met in a 
reorganizational session and elected Ralph Kahle of Gridley 
as president. Other officers of the board, all reelected, are: 
John W. H. Thompkins of LeRoy, vice president; White, 
secretary-treasurer; and Frank Thorp of Clinton, assistant 
secretary-treasurer. Other directors of the cooperative are: 
Myron E. Erdman of Chenoa, Thomas Johns of Delavan, 
Leonard Maupin of Arrowsmith, and Janice Reimer of 
Carlo ck. 

iat to do if 
power line 

falls on 
)ur vehicle 

If a car, truck, tractor or any piece 
of equipment attached to it should 
contact a power line, the vehicle or 
equipment will become energized! 
And, it will become as “hot” as the 
power line it touches!! 

However, the driver or any passen¬ 
ger is usually safe as long as they 
remain in or on the unit and do not 
touch the ground or any metal object 
touching the ground! 

Should you find yourself in this sit¬ 
uation, do not try to leave the vehicle 

until help arrives from a rescue team, 
from Corn Belt or whatever power 
company is involved. 

If some other danger makes it abso¬ 
lutely necessary to evacuate the vehi¬ 
cle or equipment, the individual must 
jump clear of the energized unit, mak¬ 
ing sure no part of his body contacts 
the ground and the unit at the same 
time!! Be especially aware of parts of 
the equipment extending away from 
the main unit. Even a momentary con¬ 
tact can mean a fatal injury. 
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How your co-op is organized 

MANAGER OF OFFICE SERVICES 

ROBERT FISCHBACH 

Dorothy Scott Dolores Cook Joyce Miller 
Kathy Jordine Linda Dubbelde 

Office Service Department (Member accounts) 

Pictured are the Manager of Office 
Services and the six employees of the 
Member Accounts Section. Standing, 
from left to right: Dolores Cook, 
senior billing representative; Robert 
Fish bach, manager of Office Services; 
Linda Dubbelde, billing representative. 
Seated, from left to right: Kathy 
Jordine, member accounts representa¬ 
tive; Dorothy Mocker, member 
accounts supervisor; Joyce Miller, 
cashier; and Dorothy Scott, senior 
member accounts representative. 

The organization chart indicates how your Cooperative 
is structured. As a continuing effort for all member-owners 
to become familiar with the operations, function employ¬ 
ees, etc., a department or section of a department will be 
highlighted in the IREN magazine. This month the Office 
Services Department is featured. 

The Office Services Department is divided into two 
areas: the accounting section and the member accounts sec¬ 
tion. The member accounts section, featured this month, is 

further divided into three areas — member accounts, billing, 
and cashier. The member accounts representative may be 
your first contact with the Cooperative. They send you a 
membership application which is required in order to secure 
service. They prepare current and previous address, name of 
who is receiving service, (joint or single membership), and 
other types of information that are necessary for the billing 
department. An exhaustive set of records are maintained by 
your Cooperative for every member. This information and 
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February newsletter comments 
In your February bill the Cooperative asked two ques¬ 

tions relating to you receiving service. The first question 
asked if you had experienced a power outage in the last two 
years? The second asked, how satisfied you were with the 
response and service you received? Below are the comments 
that were received. We ask that any time you have a com¬ 
ment concerning the Cooperative call or write us and let us 
know. Without your input we cannot address your prob¬ 
lems and attempt to correct them. Your comments: 

/ like the envelopes. 
Electricity came on as soon as neighbors did. 
I appreciate an explanation of the problem when I call 

in. 
Satisfied with repair crews. Dissatisfied with the time it 

took to report outages in 1981. 
Hope you have the 1-800-322-6541 number fixed. 

About two years ago I called for two hours and never did 
get thru — it rang busy and then quit. 

Result of accident on Rt. 98, realized it was not your 
fault. 

Rates are too high. 
Several outages. 
With the exception of this response NEWS is a duplica¬ 

tion of REN and only adds to our bills and yearly operating 
costs and don’t forget the interest it costs! 

Thanks for the envelope. 
Just a note to thank you for the enclosure on the enve¬ 

lopes that are so handy. 
Crossed out “very” in satisfied. It takes longer than it 

used to. 
1 think this is adding costs that are not really necessary. 
Three times. Two storms and one coon shorted out 

transformer. 
Two years? You got to be kidding. We have numerous 

power outages throughout the year. 
What is the Illinois Pub. Tax? And what is the money 

used for? 

MANAGER’S RESPONSE 
By Jeff Reeves 

I would like to address the newsletter comments sent in 
by the members. Your Cooperative is extremely interested 
in your input. In this issue the one area of concern that will 
be briefly looked at is outages. 

Outages occur for various reasons: supplier interruption, 
weather related, vehicle accidents by hitting a pole, animals 
into equipment, mechanical failure ^of equipment, etc. 
These are some of the most common reasons why you 
experience a power outage. Lines, poles, etc. that are pri¬ 
marily located in the rural area are more susceptible to 
damage than those located in a city. They are exposed to 
more wind, and more susceptible to lightning and generally 
are involved in more vehicular accidents. 

When you experience a power outage, it is understand¬ 
ably frustrating. The reliance on electricity today is heavy 
and in many instances is life threatening. When an outage is 
reported your Cooperative, day or night, is responsible for 
correcting the problem in the safest and quickest manner 
possible. 

Outages will be constantly monitored as to the causes 
and what can be done to avoid them in the future. 
Response time is important — what is acceptable and how 
can this be improved? 

All aspects of why, where and corrective measures that 
deal with outages are analyzed, I again thank you and 
encourage you to continue the comments and feedback 
that are essential to the success or failure of this and any 
other program your Cooperative engages in. 

any other correspondence by the Cooperative is maintained 
by this department. When you contact the office by phone 
it is received here first. All of our employees do not neces¬ 
sarily do just one specific task. They can and do many dif¬ 
ferent duties as may be required. 

The cashier, as the title implies, is heavily involved in the 
financial function of this section. Preparing numerous docu¬ 
ments such as courtesy notice, final bill notice, and discon¬ 
nect notices are just a few. A great deal of this person’s 
time is spent helping people set up and maintaining 
deferred payment plans. 

Processing your bill payments, adjusting member’s bills 
or correct reading on a high bill complaint are primary 
duties of the billing department. A vital function of the 
total operations is the bill you receive every month from 
the Cooperative. Is it correct? Did the meter reader read the 
meter correctly? Did the Cooperative punch in the correct 

numbers? As with any business that all of us deal with, we 
expect our account to be handled correctly. Over 10,000 

bills are sent out monthly — errors will occur and we apolo¬ 
gize for any past inconveniences that we have caused in this 
or any other area. 

As technology changes your Cooperative tries to update 
its office equipment when it is economically feasible. Corn 
Belt Electric joined the computer age in 1976. At that 
point in time we needed to replace our aging ledger posting 
machine. The decision was made to go to an outside data 
processing cooperative. In 1980 with the installation of our 
on-line terminal, you may have noticed that we have an 
immediate response to many of your billing inquiries. One 
of these on-line terminals is located at the counter which 
enables personnel to assist you whether on the phone or in 
the office. 

You are encouraged to contact the member accounts 
section of your Cooperative regarding your bill, a courtesy 
notice, or correspondence regarding your membership. 
Only some of this department’s functions are highlighted 
and they as well as your Cooperative is ready to serve you. 
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Left to right: Janet Long, Ralph Kahle, President of Board 
of Directors of Corn Beit Electric Cooperative, and Michael 
Tcheng. Janet and Michael, as co-winners, will go to Wash¬ 
ington, D.C. June 10-17, 1983. 

Janet Long, Michael Tcheng 
essay winners 

Co-winners of the 24th Annual Essay contest of Corn 
Belt Electric Cooperative “Youth to Washington” contest 
were announced Wednesday, April 13, at Bob Johnson’s 
Restaurant in Bloomington. They are Janet Long, daughter 
of Mr. and Mrs. George Long, and Michael Tcheng, son of 
Mr. and Mrs. Kup Tcheng. Janet is a sophomore at Deer 
Creek-Mackinaw High School in Mackinaw, and Michael is a 
sophomore at University High School in Normal. 

Selection of the two winners was made from among ten 
high school finalists. Participants were from Lexington High 
School, Octavia High School, Deer Creek-Mackinaw High 
School, and University High School. Students submitted 
essays detailing their views on “You are Head of the 
Department of Energy. Implement Your Energy Policy.” 
The judges had a difficult decision as all who entered the 
contest displayed fine ability, indicating considerable study, 
research and preparation was devoted to the topic. Parents 
and teachers were congratulated for their support of this 
program. 

“It is a privilege to send these outstanding young stu¬ 
dents to our nation’s capital. This tour is one of the finest 

Left to right, front row: Shel/eigh 
Johnson, junior at Octavia High; Janet 
Long, sophomore at Deer Creek- 
Mackinaw High; Linda Goldbold, 
sophomore at University High; Amy 
Naylor, sophomore at University High; 
Marla Shoemaker, junior at Octavia 
High. Left to right, back row: Carey 
Davis, sophomore at Lexington High; 
Chris Whalen, junior at Octavia High; 
Todd Taylor, sophomore at University 
High; Michael Tcheng, sophomore at 
University High; and Chris Schroeer, 
sophomore at University High. 

tours of Washington, D.C. and I am sure it will be memor¬ 
able, as well as an outstanding educational experience,” 
Manager Jeff Reeves told the students. 

Janet and Michael will join approximately 60 other high 
school students representing 18 cooperatives throughout 
Illinois in Springfield on Friday, June 10th. They will travel 
aboard air conditioned buses for the all-expense-paid trip to 
Washington and will return on June 17. 

During the week in Washington, the Illinois participants 
will join with nearly 1,000 other students from 26 states 
and foreign countries and will be participating in Rural 
Electric Youth Week activities sponsored by the National 
Rural Electric Cooperative Association. Their activities and 
tours will include the battlefield at Gettysburg; the U.S. 
Capitol and meeting with Illinois Senators and Representa¬ 
tives; the Library of Congress; Arlington National Ceme¬ 
tery; the Smithsonian Institution; and many other national 
shrines. In addition, the highlight of the trip, they will be 
special guests at the White House. 

The panel of judges who made the final selection were 
very impressed. The contest judges were Dr. Maurice Schar- 
ton, Director of the Illinois State University Writing Center, 
Normal; Mrs. Carolyn Schuler, Head of the English Depart¬ 
ment, Central Catholic High School, Bloomington; and 
Scott Voigt, Director of Member Communications, Coles- 
Moultrie Electric Cooperative at Mattoon. 

Corn Belt area students join 
in on 'Youth Day’ activities 
Ten area high school sophomores and juniors were 

among 150 students participating in special “Illinois Rural 
Electric Youth Day” activities in Springfield on April 19, 
sponsored in part by Corn Belt Electric Cooperative of 
Bloomington. 

Illinois Governor James R. Thompson proclaimed Tues- 
Continued to page 12c 
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March newsletter comments 
In your March bill the Cooperative asked two questions 

relating to your opinion of contact you may have had with 

persons who represent the Cooperative. The first question 

asked how satisfied are you with the contact you have had 

with board members, manager, supervisor or employees? 

The second asked if you had experienced a problem with an 

employee of the Cooperative that you wanted to comment 

on? 

Below are some of the comments that we received. We 

ask that any time you have a comment concerning the 

Cooperative contact us and let us know. Without your 

input we cannot address your problems and attempt to 

correct them. Your comments — 

• Have had no problems. 
• I think your rates are much too high. We pay more 

for electricity than we do gas. This stinks. 
• No problems. 
• Whenever we have called about any matter, we have 

been dealt with courteously. 
• Only comment I got is why your tree trimmer man 

isn’t trimming the trees like he said he would. 
• We appreciate their courteous attitude. 
• Never have talked with board members or managers. 

The people that I have talked with — linemen, meter peo¬ 
ple, secretaries, are all very satisfying to talk with. 

• I am very disgusted with the incompetence. 
• No. They have always been helpful and courteous. I 

like seeing the comments in REN. I appreciate the return 
envelope. I’d be glad to read my own meter. 

• Thanks for the new pole at our place. 
• All we have been contact with have been very helpful 

and courteous. Many thanks. 
• We have a well used by a neighbor family but pumped 

by us. You Co-op officers were most helpful in supplying a 
base cost for the water pumping. 

• Thanks for letting me establish budget billing even 
though I’m not total electric. 

• None with employees, just the large bills. 
• No. Not related to these questions, but we are very 

appreciative of the new Co-op newsletter and return enve¬ 
lope for the bills. A welcome addition. 

• CBEC came to campground and explained why my 
bill was so high. Thank you again. 

• It seems as if a lack of communication develops 
occasionally. 

• No but the rates are getting too high. 
• Helpful and courteous. 

• Secretaries in front office have treated me coldly and 
with rude arrogance on occasion. Not too “cooperative” for 
a “co-op!” In sharp contrast, the linemen and management 
personnel couldn’t be nicer. 

• Why not positive comments about employees? 
They’re too great for anyone to complain about. (Those 
that work in engineering and on lines.) 

• Rates too high! 

• Have had no reason to call for help, but know we’ve 
always been very happy with the prompt service we 
received. 

• No problems. Always have been courteous and polite. 
• Came to office once to talk about our line and they 

didn’t want to talk to us about it. 
• With manager and supervisor. 
• During summer you man was checking trees in line 

and said they should be trimmed but never came back. 
• No problems, great group of employees. 
• No problem, just that Mrs. Joyce Miller always has a 

smile for you. 

MANAGER’S RESPONSE 
By Jeff Reeves 

I would like to address the newsletter comments sent in 

by you members. Your Cooperative is extremely interested 

in your input. In this issue the area of concern that will be 

briefly looked at is the contact you have with the employ¬ 

ees of your Cooperative. 

Your Cooperative is required daily to perform various 

tasks and duties. The workforce employed by the Coopera¬ 

tive is highly skilled and trained due to complexities of 

their duties. This skill and training is just one aspect of pro¬ 

viding you service. 

Business in general is viewed by many people as suspect. 

An electric cooperative is even more in the public eye as we 

are viewed as “one of those giant monopolies” who are 

uncaring and unresponsive to the needs of the members. It 

is the responsibility of every employee, everyday, to put 

forth their best effort, from opening the morning mail to 

replacing a pole. You the member-owner of this Coopera¬ 

tive cannot accept less. 

Furthermore, it is essential that you provide your Coop¬ 

erative with the necessary feedback that is required of every 

organization. It is reassuring that many of you have indi¬ 

cated from your survey and notes that the Cooperative 

receives, thanking our employees for that extra effort that 

they put forth. Your Cooperative is thankful for the dedi¬ 

cated employees that work for you. 

I apologize if on occasion you have been treated in an 

unbusinesslike and unfeeling manner. It is the responsibility 

of every employee to treat every member with respect, 

cooperation and courtesy. If any of you do not receive 

what you expect, please let me know. Lest we never forget 

what is a member: 

1. A “Member” is the most important person in the 

Cooperative. 

2. A “Member” is not dependent on us; we are depen¬ 

dent on them. 

3. A “Member” is not an interruption in our work, he or 

she is the purpose for it. 

4. A “Member” does us a favor when they call. 

5. A “Member” is not a cold account number-, he or she 

is a human being with feelings. 
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Continued frontpage 12a 
Youth Day .... 
day April 19, 1983 as “Illineis Rural Electric Youth Day” 
to honor these students from throughout the state who are 
finalists in the annual “Youth to Washington” tour contest 
sponsored by the electric cooperatives of Illinois. 

In signing the Executive Proclamation designating the 
day as “Illinois Rural Electric Youth Day,” the Governor 
expressed keen interest in these young people who are con¬ 
cerned with the future development and welfare of Illinois. 
The essays this year dealt with the development and use of 
energy resources and the role of the electric cooperatives as 
energy suppliers in Illinois. 

Corn Belt Electric Cooperative’s group joined other high 
school students representing 14 other electric cooperatives 
from throughout Illinois in Springfield. Activities during 
the day included visits with area legislators, a tour of the 
old State Capitol, a luncheon at which Illinois Attorney 
General Neil Hartigan was guest speaker, tours of the Old 
State Capitol and Lincoln Shrines and a special tour of the 
Executive Mansion. 

Your cooperative salutes all who participated in this 
year’s Essay Contest as they are all winners in the eyes of 
the Cooperative. Although it is only May, plans are already 
being made for next year’s contest. Maybe you’ll be one of 
our finalists with a chance to go to Washington, D.C. in 
1984! 

Summer rates begin May 20th 
All members billed on Rate 1 — Residential and Farm 

Service — will be charged the summer rate for current used 
between May 20 and September 19. The cost per kilowatt 
hour is 6.37 cents, plus wholesale purchased power cost 
adjustment, the five percent Illinois Public Utilities Rev¬ 
enue Tax, and the standard facilities charge. Owner-con¬ 
sumers in the Town of Normal pay a five-percent municipal 
tax and residents of the City of Bloomington a two-percent 
municipal tax. We remind you to use your electric power 
wisely. 

Office closing 
The office will be closed on 

Monday, May 30, in observance of 
MEMORIAL DAY 
 1—i  

» ■—   —  + 1  

6. A “Member” is not someone to argue or match wits 
with. 

7. A “Member” is deserving of the most courteous and 
attentive treatment. 

8. A “Member” is the life-blood of this and every 
electric cooperative. 

Our goal always has been and will continue to be to pro¬ 
vide you with the best possible service at the lowest possi¬ 
ble cost. This includes the area of Human Resources. The 

Cooperative is constantly reviewing its manpower needs to 
enable it to better meet members’ requirements. 

Working together we can overcome most of our 

problems! 

Getting your home 
ready for summer 

Getting ready for winter is normal, but we often over¬ 
look items we should do to prepare for summer. When fall 
arrives we begin to think of storm windows, having the fur¬ 
nace checked, weatherstripping windows and doors, caulk¬ 
ing, etc. But when summer arrives, it’s a different story. 

The change from winter to summer is so dramatic in 
itself on our personal comfort level that we don’t think of 
things which can be done to increase our summer comfort. 

So, while you’re planning to plant the garden or paint 
the house, give some thought to making your home more 
comfortable this summer. 

Whether you have an air conditioner or not, here are a 
few ways you can increase the comfort of your home for 
summer living. Here are a few: 

OUTDOOR SHADE: Devices like awnings, overhangs 
and sunscreens reduce solar gain through windows. 

CAULKING AND WEATHER STRIPPING: It’s just as 
important to keep heat ourside during the summer as it is 
to keep it inside during the winter. 

STORM WINDOWS: Keeping storm windows on all year 
round in air conditioned spaces will help keep heat out¬ 
doors in the summer. 

SHADE TREES: Planting decidious trees on the south, 
east, and west sides of your home will provide shade and 
assist in keeping you cooler. 

Another means of cooling is a whole-house ventilating 
fan. These fans pull fresh air in through open windows 
and exhaust hot air through the attic. This prevents heat 
buildup in the attic and creates a gentle breeze throughout 
the entire house. Using about 250 watts, it can eliminate 
the need'for air conditioning. 

While fans can eliminate the need for an air conditioner, 
they won’t be as effective. The temperature drop inside the 
home won’t be as great. More important, fans won’t elimi¬ 
nate humidity and on humid days, even though the temper¬ 
ature is reduced, you may still feel uncomfortable. 

Getting ready for summer takes some thought. But by 
doing so now, your comfort level will be greatly increased 
and your summer living more enjoyable. 
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How your co-op is organized 

MANAGER OF OFFICE SERVICES 

ROBERT FISCHBACH 

Debbie Edwards Terri Tibbs 

Office Services Department (Accounting) 
The organizational chart indicates how your Cooperative 

is structured. As a continuing effort for all member-owners 

to become familiar with the operations, functions, employ¬ 

ees, etc., a department or section of a department will be 

highlighted in the IREN magazine. This month the Office 

Services Department is featured. 

The Office Services Department is divided into two 

areas; the accounting section and the member accounts sec¬ 

tion. Last month we took a brief look at the member 

accounts section. This month, to conclude, the accounting 

section is covered. The accounting area is divided into three 

areas: (1) accounting, (2) payroll, and (3) work orders. 

The accounting supervisor is responsible for the accurate 

and efficient work flow of all areas that touch upon the 

accounting section. Paperwork and more paperwork is 

Seated: Robert Fischbach. Standing left to right: Debbie 
Edwards, Marcella Brienen, and Terri Tibbs. 

what is received and produced by this section. No organi¬ 

zation can exist without all the various accounts that are 

established to make “debits” and “credits” meaningful. 

Guided by the REA Accounting System, a foundation is 

established to account for all monetary expenditures by 

your Cooperative. 

The payroll clerk is directly involved with all aspects of 

generating and disseminating employees’ wages. An impor¬ 

tant task is keeping detailed man hours costs for construc¬ 

tion work which is later turned over to work order clerk. 

This duty further includes assisting with transportation, 

general ledger, and accounts payable journal entries, etc. 

that are required in this section. 

The work order clerk is involved with material inventory 

records, the posting and closing out of completed work 

orders, and maintaining plant inventory records. A costing 

process is included in the final close-out which includes the 

labor, overhead and material that is to be added to the 

plant each month. 

This section is a user of the modern technology of the 

on-line computer. General ledger accounting, accounts pay¬ 

able, payroll, transportation cost and work orders, etc. are 

used in the accounting section to provide information that 

is necessary in the day to day operation. Short-term plan¬ 

ning in an annual budget, and long-term planning in a Ten 

Year Financial Forecast, are developed for REA, CFG, 

Management and the Board of Directors. 

Although this section is limited in its public contac, and 

only some of this section’s functions are highlighted, they 

as well as your Cooperative are ready to serve you. 

■ 
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How your co-op is organized 

Manager of Operations 

Lee Thomas 

Darrel Cobb Art Armstrong Bob Smith Lynn Curtis Lyle Hinshaw 

Operations department 
The organization chart indicates how your Cooperative 

is structured. Two departments have been completed: 
Engineering Services and Office Services. This month, and 
for the next three months, the Operations Department will 
be highlighted. 

The Operations Department is divided into four areas: 
(1) maintenance, (2) constructions, (3) tree trimming, and 
(4) operations support. This month the maintenance sec¬ 
tion will be highlighted. 

The maintenance section has five employees. Four 
employees have a specific area that they are responsible for. 
Each working day the maintenance man will drive his speci¬ 
fic geographical area. He is responsible for the following 
items: routine visual check of all poles, wires, transformers, 
operating apparatus such as breakers, sectionalizers, etc. If 
they spot a loose guy wire they will stop and repair as 
needed. Tree limbs that may be a hazard to the line or 
equipment must be trimmed. Untrimmed branches can 
cause blinking lights and increase the potential for line loss. 

Other areas of responsibility include repairing and 
replacing outdoor area lighting. Responding to members’ 
calls regarding low or high voltage and out of service. Occa¬ 
sionally, an area maintenance man will assist a construction 
crew in whatever aspect may be required. 

Driving their specific territory five days a week brings to 
the member and the employee a vast knowledge of where 
potential trouble spots are located. Many members in a 
particular geographical area know “their” maintenance 
representative through years and years of dedicated service. 

The four maintenance districts are split geographically in 
the following manner: Art Armstrong is responsible for the 
eastern part of the Co-op’s service area from south of Route 
136 to north of Route 9, and east of Route 51 to Gibson 
City and the Champaign-McLean County line. 

Darrel Cobb is responsible for the northern part of the 
service area; from north of Route 9 to north of El Paso, and 
west from Congerville to the east to Weston and Colfax. 

Bob Smith is responsible for the western part of the 
service area; from south of Hartsburg to north of Good- 
field and Route 150, and west from Tremont to east at 
Route 51. 

Lynn Curtis has the southern part of the service area; the 
northern part of his service area begins south of Route 136 
and goes south to north of Decatur; west from Kenney and 
Warrensburg to the eastern part of the co-op which includes 
Deland to Cerro Gordo. 

Lyle Hinshaw is responsible for substation maintenance. 

Continued to page 12d 
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April newsletter comments 
In your April bill the Cooperative asked, “What you per¬ 

sonally had done in the area of conservation in the past 
year.” Below are the comments that were received. We ask 
that any time you have a comment concerning the Coop¬ 
erative, call or write us. Without your feedback we cannot 
address your problems and attempt to correct them. Your 
comments: 

• Run the air conditioner less, which is a sacrifice 
because of some mild allergy conditions. 

• Installed solar water preheater. 
• Line dry clothes. Use air conditioning only when 

extremely hot and no breeze. Lower thermostat in winter. 
• Put weatherstripping on windows, cover light switches 

and outlets with foam sealer. 
• Installed a more energy efficient hot water heater and 

put a cover on it. 
• We installed new windows and storm windows and are 

using a wood burning stove to supplement our furnace. 
• Be sure to turn lights off, use fluorescent light, use 

small watt bulbs where possible. 
• B/W T. V. Closed off one room for winter. Thermostat 

63 degrees day and night. Fluorescent lighting installed; air 
dry dishes and clothes whenever possible; use of wood 
heater; cooking on wood stove; dried foods rather than 
freezing; use daylight hours to work. 

• Turned the hot water heater down low and started 
washing clothes in cold water. 

• Installed a “set-back ” thermostat. 
• Doubled the insulation in the ceiling, applied reflective 

film on south windows, reworked attic ventilation. 
• Caulking windows, attic fan, wood heat for house. Will 

be putting in system for cooling using underground temp. 
• For one thing I hang laundry outside to dry and the 

rates just go up so we don’t save a thing! 
• Installed energy efficient motor on furnace blower. 
• Increase of attic insulation to R60. 
• Insulation in house. From gas car to diesel. From elec¬ 

tric water heater to gas. From oil furnace to burning wood. 
• Keep my house cold in winter and hot in summer. 
• Shut off livestock water heaters on warm days. 
• Ran fan on dryer bin only on warm days to take best 

advantage and utility of heat cost and electricity usage. 

• 3/4” foam and aluminum siding. 
• Purchased a radiant wood-burning stove to heat our 

home with or without electricity. 

•Just try to watch what lights and appliances we have 
on. 

• Purchased kerosene space heater. Did not turn furnace 
on til January and kept it at 55 degrees. 

• A new furnace; new windows; more insulation and lots 

of prayers that inflation won’t increase. 
• Added shrubs to help cut wind; drapes on south 

windows. 
• Tried to schedule heavy energy use away from peak 

hours. Installed new basement entry. We appreciate the self- 

addressed envelope! 
• Replaced old electric water heater with new more effi¬ 

cient propane gas water heater. 
• Smaller wattage light bulbs and more efficient bulbs. 

Try to use electric appliances more sparingly. 
• I never intend to waste anything. With my small 

income I have to be as careful as I can. I have clothes lines 
in my basement to dry clothes in winter and in the 
yard for summer. Budget opening refrig, and freezer, only 
use lights when necessary. 

• Wrote Corn Belt Co-op and they came out helped me 
find what was making my bill so high, and it was a great 
help. 

• What difference would that make? If any? Tell me 
please? No more than usual, just don’t waste it thats all or 
take anything for granted. 

• Go to bed earlier. 
• Used a floor fan instead of air conditioner. Turned fur¬ 

nace down and used fireplace. 
• Pulled the plug. 
• Continue to use wood stove — now used more than 

before. Thermostat kept lower. Children older and more 
conscious about turning off lights, shutting doors, etc. 

• Turned all lights out when not using. We also put all 
new windows and outside doors in our house. That really 
helped. 

• I have always watched our electric, gas and water to 
save. We don’t have money to throw away. Living conser- 
vely is the only way. 

MANAGER S RESPONSE 
By JEFF REEVES 

The responses that the Cooperative received from Survey 
Question 8 — “During the last year, have you taken specific 
steps to conserve energy?” were many and varied. Of the 
total survey responses returned over 92 percent indicated 
that they had taken some action regarding “conserving 
energy”. 

Conservation is a term that all of us at one time or 
another have heard and practiced. It was not until the early 
1970s that this word was seen in the newspaper and heard 
nightly on TV. In the past ten years since the oil embargo, 
conservation has meant different things to different people. 

Your Cooperative is interested in your personal efforts 
to use electric power efficiently and effectively. Your 
country depends on the wise use of our resources, natural 
and otherwise. Wasting your electric energy by leaving a 
burning light on when no one is in the room increases your 
bill and continues to deplete our energy reserves. On the 
other hand, you the members are responsible for making 
many “purchase decisions” every day. 

The meter at your farm, home or business reflects your 

decision making. You may seek entertainment by turning 
on the radio or TV. Your comfort level albeit air condition¬ 
ing or heating is again purchase decisions. When you choose 
to blow dry your hair or towel dry. There are many more, 
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Summer rates 
in effect 

All members billed on Rate 1 — “Residential and Farm 

Service” - will be charged the summer rate for current used 

between Mav 20 and September 19. The cost per kilowatt 

hour is 6.37 cents, plus wholesale purchased power cost 

adjustment, the five percent Illinois Public Utilities 

Revenue Tax, and the standard facilities charge. Owner- 

consumers in the Town of Normal pay a five percent 

micipal tax and residents of the City of Bloomington a 

/o percent municipal tax. Remember - use your electric 

>wer was 
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Insulation should be 
installed properly 

Adding insulation to household electric water heaters 

has been recommended as one method of increasing energy 

efficiency. However, according to NRECA Safety Report¬ 

ing Service, Underwriters Laboratories (UL) recently has 

warned that insulation must be installed with great caution. 

NRECA Safety Reporting Service is published by the 

National Rural Electric Cooperative Association, the 

national service organization of the country’s 1,000 rural 

electric systems serving more than 25 million people in 46 

states. 

Incorrectly installed insulation might produce damage in 

the heater’s wiring system and increase fire and electrical 

risks, according to a UL senior staff engineer. Electric water 

heaters usually have their own manufacturer-installed ther¬ 

mal insulation between the water tank and the outer shell. 

If additional insulation is added incorrectly, temperatures 

of the heater’s electrical components could become exces¬ 

sive, increasing the risk of damage to the electrical wiring 

system. 

If consumers wish to add extra insulation, UL recom¬ 

mends that the insulation be kept away from: (1) heater 

controls, (2) access covers over the controls, and (3) the 

connection box where the heater is hooked up to the house 

wiring. 

but the decisions you make every day appear instantly on 

your meter; although you won’t receive a bill for another 

month. 

It is gratifying to see the efforts that by the Cooperative 

membership in the attempt to use their electric energy 

more effectively and efficiently. As rates are predicted to 

climb in the future it will be a “combined” effort by the 

members and Cooperative to use all the energy that is 

necessary but in the most effective and efficient manner 

possible. 

Past C.B.E.C. president dies 

Frank L. Simpson 

Frank L. Simpson, 87, died April 27 at Jackson Heights 

Nursing Home, Farmer City. He had been a resident there 

for a year and had been in failing health for some time. 

He was born December 16, 

1895, near Downs, a son of Oren 

and Ida McNemar Simpson. He 

married Alma Bailey Septem¬ 

ber 3, 1919, at LeRoy. She sur¬ 

vives. Also surviving are two 

daughters, Donna Howe and 

Ellen Otto, both of Farmer City; 

two sisters, Eva Milton, Hey- 

worth; and Cleo Conroy, Bloom¬ 

ington; a brother, Noah of 

Maroa; nine grandchildren and 

seven great-grandchildren. A 

retired farmer in the Farmer 

City area, Mr. Simpson served 40 years on the board of 

directors from 1940 to 1980. From 1954 to 1979 for 25 

years Mr. Simpson was president of the board. He retired 

from the board in 1980. 

He served many years in agribusiness activities. He was 

DeWitt County Farm Bureau president for 16 years and 

served on the Illinois Agricultural Association board for 10 

years. 

Mr. Simpson’s farm was the site for the Prairie Farmer 

Progress show in 1957 and 1966. He was named a Master 

Farmer in 1972. He worked with others planning and build¬ 

ing the Rutledge-Empire Drainage District and served as 

director of the district for several years. 

Mr. Simpson, through his service to his neighbors and 

members of Corn Belt Electric Cooperative made significant 

contributions to the quality of life in central Illinois. The 

many, many hours devoted to the Cooperative and other 

endeavors made a mark on all he came in contact with. His 

dedication, drive and foresight will not be forgotten. We 

mourn his passing. 

Office 
closing 

The office will be 

closed on Monday, July 4th, 

in observance of 

Independence Day. 

In case of power outage cal 

1-800-322-6541 
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Standing left to right: Lee Thomas, 
Opera tin g Sup erin ten den t; L yle 
Hinshaw, substation maintenanceman; 
Art Armstrong, east area mainte¬ 
nanceman; Darrel Cobb, north area 
maintenanceman; Lynn Curtis, south 
area maintenanceman; and Bob Smith, 
west area maintenanceman. 

Continued from page 12a 
The Cooperative has 21 substations that are monthly 

checked. By visual and mechanical checking it is possible to 
ascertain potential equipment failure. Being able to repair 
defective equipment on a scheduled basis reduces the 
chance of a substation failure after normal working hours. 
In the colder months by using an infrared gun Lyle is able 
to pinpoint “hot spots” that are potential trouble makers. 

Verifying magnetic tapes, checking phase voltage, and 
regulator operations are important maintenance factors that 
are necessary in providing you the member with dependable 
service 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. 

We encourage you to get to know your area maintenance 
man for they as well as your Cooperative are ready to serve 
you. 

Condition 
90 

LET'S COOPERATE ON 
CONDITION 90 DAYS 
TO LOWER PEAK DEMAND, 
TO LOWER ELECTRICITY 
COSTS AND SAVE VITAL 
PETROLEUM RESOURCES. 

Condition 90 occurs during summer 

days when the temperature reaches 

90 degrees or more. The peak period is 

between 10 a.m. and 9 p.m. when the 

occupant uses the greatest amount of 

electricity. Limit the use of heavy heat 

producing appliances during this time 

of day when the temperature reaches 

90 degrees — do your cooking, clothes 

washing, clothes drying and dishwash- 

Another way to save money 
on your electric bill—use the mail 

A first-class stamp may be cheaper A first-class stamp may be cheaper 
than the gasoline it takes to bring in 
your bill payment. 

Suppose you have to go just 214 
miles out of your way to bring in your 
payment. That’s five miles round trip. 

The following table will tell you how 
much your journey costs, depending 
on your miles per gallon and gasoline 
costs. For example, if your car gets 15 
miles per gallon and you pay $1.19 per 
gallon for gas, it costs you $.40 for 
just the gasoline to bring in your pay¬ 
ment for those additional five miles. 
Even if you get 25 miles per gallon and 
pay $1.15 per gallon for the gas, it 

still costs you $.23 to hand-deliver it. 
A first-class stamp could save you 
money. 

mg in me early mornmg and late even¬ 

ing hours. Cool your home before 10 

a.m. and by following effective and 

efficient use of your energy you can 

stay comfortable all day. 

Corn Belt’s wholesale power bill is 

MILES PER GALLON 
COST OF GASOLINE PER GALLON 

FOR YOUR CAR 
$1.15 $1.19 $1.23 $1.27 

13 mpg. $ .44 $ .46 $ .47 $ .49 
based on “peaking” power supplied. 15 mpg. .38 .40 .41 .42 
Last year this “peaking” cost your 18 mpg. .32 .33 . .34 .35 
Cooperative $103,360.70 extra. You 20 mpg. .29 .30 .31 .32 
the member-owner paid this additional 25 mpg. .23 .24 .25 .25 
cost. 30 mpg. .19 .20 .21 .21 
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How your co-op is organized 

i 
Manager of Operations 

Lee Thomas 

Crew #1 

Overhead 

Crew #3 Crew #4 

Overhead Overhead 

Crew #6 

Underground 

Don Golden, Foreman 
Mark Peterson 
Dan Beard 

Rodger McKeon, Foreman Charles West, Foreman 
Danny Stice James Buggar 
Robert Campbell James Dustin 

James Coan 
Robert Fisher 

Keith Campbell, Foreman 
Keith Hospelhorn 

Crew #2 Crew #5 

Overhead Overhead & Underground 

Bruce Hill, Foreman Dick Albert, Foreman 
Jerry Hall Larry Young 
Patrick Hall Wayne Williams 

Operations Department (construction) 
The organizational chart indicates how your Cooperative 

is structured. The Operations Department is divided into 
four areas: (1) maintenance, (2) construction, (3) tree trim¬ 
ming, and (4) operations support. Last month we briefly 
looked at the maintenance section. This month the con¬ 
struction section will be highlighted. 

Currently, the construction section has 19 employees. 

Employees are divided into crews. There are primarily four 
overhead crews and one underground crew, with one crew 
alternately between a second underground crew and a small 
overhead construction crew. The six construction foremen 
are assigned work and crew members to accomplish the 
job. 

Overhead construction crews perform various skilled 
duties: 

Construction and retirement of existing lines — this 
further includes changing a single-phase line to a three- 
phase line, and transmission lines. Poles, with heights 
varying from 30 to 100 feet, have to be installed and 
climbed. 

Residential site construction work involving a crew 
installing a new line for electricity, alternating the existing 
facilities to increase wire, transformer, etc. to provide 
updated facilities. 

Changing the existing line facilities to meet the new road 
right of way after widening or other alterations by the 
state, county or towhship. These are just a few of the func¬ 
tions of the overhead construction crew. 

Underground construction crews perform what you 
would normally associate with the word “underground.” 
When a subdivision is being developed the underground 
crew will trench in the primary line (7,200 volts) with the 
appropriate pad-mounted transformers and other neces¬ 
sary equipment. A second trip is required once a new house 
is ready to accept a secondary line of lower voltage (220 
volts) is installed from the transformer to the house. This is 
only accomplished after all necessary engineering has been 
completed and is required for all work performed whether 
overhead or underground. 

(Continued on page 12d) 
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Cooksville 
substation 
completed 
On May 25, the new Cooksville sub¬ 

station was energized. Located in the 
eastern part of the Cooperative’s 
service area, this substation and trans¬ 
mission line make up the second of 
two new projects, the other being 
Hopedale substation, which was com¬ 
pleted on February 8. Both projects 
are designed to meet the demands and 
needs of the members. 

The Cooksville substation has been 
in the planning stage since 1978 and 
has been deferred more than once. 
This new substation will initially serve 
approximately 250 members in eastern 
McLean County. In the future this 
substation will serve more members as 
tie lines are completed. Total cost for 
the new Cooksville substation, 2.8 
miles of transmission line and new 

three-phase line is $440,000. 
The new substation will reduce 

demand on Lexington substation, 
provide a backup in case of trans¬ 
former failure to Lexington substation 
and in the future will be tied into Say- 
brook and Kappa substations. 

Shown by the unshaded area of the 
map is the service area of the Cooks¬ 
ville substation which extends to just 
south of Lexington, east of Anchor 
and north of Cooksville. 

Borrowing money for the total pro¬ 
ject with a 35-year pay-back period 
allows your Cooperative to blend this 

cost into the rates as opposed to a 
tremendous rate increase over a short 
period. 

Meeting your needs and usage 
requirements is a challenge that your 
Cooperative will continue to address. 

The Cooperative is over 44 years old; 
replacement and maintenance of exist¬ 
ing facilities are areas that cannot and 
will not be neglected. 

We apologize for the inconvenience 
of power interruptions during 
construction and appreciate your 
patience and understanding during this 
construction project. Thank you!!! 

May newsletter survey results 
In your May bill the Cooperative asked the following 

question, #10 — “Members have suggested that the Coop¬ 
erative should hold meetings with groups of members in all 
areas of the Co-op to discuss items of mutual concern. How 
important is this to you?” 

Below are the results of this question. There were four 
choices for your answers and alongside each choice is the 
number that responded. 
Very important, would attend 27 
Somewhat important, might attend 85 
Somewhat unimportant, might not attend 26 
Very unimportant, would not attend 22 

MANAGER’S RESPONSE 
By J eff Reeves 

Meetings, meetings, meetings — sometimes some of us 
wonder what life would be like without meetings. Question 
#10 asks if you are interested in attending another meeting. 
Although the response was not overwhelming in numbers, it 
does indicate that of those responding the majority might 
attend. The time, place and subject matter are other 
variables that would assist in your decision making. 

I am aware of the many demands that are placed on our 
time. The various civic, social, political and religious organi¬ 
zations are too many to list. At present we are able to meet 
with the members at the Annual Meeting which is usually 
held in late March. 

The question is intended to remind you, the member- 
owner, that the Cooperative is ready to meet in your area 
with a group of members. Whether it be a Homeowners 
Association, a group of subdivisions or a number of town¬ 
ships, the Staff of the Cooperative is available. 

Two-way communication is important in any organiza¬ 
tion. Your Cooperative is aware that member-owners have 
items of interest that they would like to be better educated 
and informed about. The meeting provides a related atmo¬ 

sphere where the Staff of the Cooperative can get to know 
your individual problems and needs. This interaction 
further serves as another avenue for your Board and Staff 
to acquire member input and opinions. The more input the 
Cooperative has the better the planning and policy making. 

Lest we all forget that the Cooperative is here to serve 
you, you are the recipients of its policies, decision making, 
etc. By holding meetings we can strive to meet your needs. 
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Senators Percy and Dixon 
write about your cooperative 

Your Cooperative received the following letters from the sooner. It is intended to share with all member-owners and 
Honorable Charles H. Percy and Honorable Alan J. Dixon, gain an insight into how our Senators view the rural 
We apologize for being unable to pass it on to you any electrification program and Corn Belt Electric Cooperative. 

Senator Dixon’s letter 

Mr. Lewis White 
Corn Belt Electric Coop., Inc. 
2Op Eldorado Road 
Bloomington, Illinois 61701 
Dear Mr. White: 

I recently introduced, along with a number of my 
colleagues, S. 1300, the “Rural Electrification and Tele¬ 
phone Revolving Fund Self-Sufficiency Act of 1983.” 

This bill amends the Rural Electrification Act of 1936 to 
make certain that our rural electric and telephone systems 
will be able to continue to provide their customers with 
adequate, reliable, and affordable power, and keep pace 
with advancing technology. 

A major source of financing of these systems — the rural 

electric and telephone revolving fund — is in jeopardy. High 
interest rates in recent years have threatened the solvency 
of this fund. This legislation is needed to make the revolv¬ 
ing fund self-sustaining and enable the rural electric and 
telephone systems to obtain adequate financing for their 
operations. 

REA has a long history of outstanding success. It is 
imperative that we continue to provide REA and the 
electric cooperative with the resources needed to meet the 
future energy needs of rural America. 

I hope you always feel free to call on me when you 
believe I can be of service. 

Kindest personal regards. 

Sincerely, 
Alan J. Dixon 

United States Senator 

Senator Percy’s letter 

Dear Friend: 
On Monday, May 2, I had an opportunity to meet with 

the large delegation of Illinoisans representing the electric 
cooperatives of Illinois at the annual legislative conference 
of the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association. We 
had a good discussion about a number of issues important 
to the future of rural electrification in Illinois. 

Probably the number one item on the agenda was the 
need for legislation to amend the Rural Electrification Act 
of 1936 to insure that the nation’s rural electric and tele¬ 
phone systems will be able to continue to provide high 
quality, affordable electric and telephone service to con¬ 
sumers in rural America. To this end, I have joined with 30 
of my colleagues in introducing S. 1300, the Rural Electri¬ 
fication and Telephone Revolving Fund Self-Sufficiency 
Act of 1983. 

A prime source of financing for rural electric and tele¬ 
phone systems — the rural electric and telephone revolving 
fund administered by the Rural Electrification Administra¬ 
tion — is in serious trouble. The solvency of the fund is 
threatened because of the high interest rates over the past 
few years. Congressional action is needed to make the 
revolving fund self-sustaining and otherwise enable the rural 
electrit and telephone systems to obtain adequate financing 
for their operations. 

Without legislation to restructure the REA loan 
programs, in the near future there will be only two options 
— bail out the revolving fund with tax dollars or greatly cur¬ 
tail the only available source of financing for many rural 

electric and telephone systems. 
If the assistance provided through REA revolving fund is 

curtailed, financing costs will escalate and put additional 
upward pressure on rural utility rates. On the average, con¬ 
sumers served by REA-financed utility systems already pay 
12 percent higher utility rates than city dwellers because of 
the high cost of providing service in areas of low popula¬ 
tion density. 

The legislation is consistent with Federal efforts to en¬ 
courage energy independence and provide incentives for 
making technological improvements in the telecommunica¬ 
tion and electric generation industries. Affordable energy 
for use in food and fiber production and processing is an 
important national priority. In addition, increases in 
productivity and improvements in the quality of life in 
rural areas will be largely dependent on the availability of 
up-to-date and reliable telecommunication systems. 

The legislation is supported by the National Rural 
Electric Cooperative Association, the National Telephone 
Cooperative Association, and the National REA Telephone 
Association. These organizations are to be commended for 
continuing their tradition of advocating responsible 
solutions to the problems of rural electrification and tele¬ 
phone systems. 

I intend to work closely with the Electric and Telephone 
Cooperatives of Illinois on this legislation. If you would like 
a copy of the bill please feel free to contact me. 

Sincerely, 
Charles H. Percy 
United States Senator 
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Corn Belt comments 
Have you ever wondered how many 

kilowatt-hours it takes to run certain 
appliances? Your Cooperative has a 
limited number of meters that can be 
wired to measure what a certain 
appliance consumes in energy over a 
period of time. If you are interested, 
and would like more information 
about this service, please contact Jerry 
Durflinger, Manager of Member 
Services, for full details. 

Budget billing 

deadline nears!!! 

On August 1, Corn Belt Electric 
Cooperative’s budget billing com¬ 
mences. This is available only for total 
electric heated homes. If you would 
like to equalize your winter bills now 
is the time to take action. Contact the 
Member Services Department for all 
details. 

Crop drying 
reminder 

If you are planning to install a new 
crop dryer or increase your existing 
drying facility by upgrading existing 
motor size, don’t forget to check with 
the Engineering Services Department 
before you buy. 

Many times what you, the member, 

perceive as a small addition can lead 
to changing out poles, transformer and 
wire to meet your drying require¬ 
ments. Occasionally it may require 
rebuilding a line from single phase to 
three phase. An improvement of this 
nature takes a considerable amount of 
time to engineer and then to 
construct. 

Proper planning by you can 
eliminate last-minute problems. Our 
Engineering Services Department is 
ready to assist in any changes in your 
service, be it crop drying or any other 
type of installation. 

McLean County Fair 

This year’s McLean County Fair 
will be August 2-6. Corn Belt Electric 
will have a booth displaying items of 
interest to inform our member of 
Cooperative activities, as well as elec¬ 
trical exhibits of interest. Stop by and 
say “hello.” See you at the fair.!!! 

familiar with both overhead and underground construction 
techniques and all different types of equipment that your 
Cooperative owns. There are many other tasks performed 
too and this is intended to inform you of just some of 
them. 

All of these personnel further perform one other func¬ 
tion that is important to all of us. They respond to all 
outages as needed. They, as your Cooperative, are ready to 
serve you anytime and anywhere. 

Operations Department 
(Continued frontpage 12a) 

A smaller overhead crew performs those jobs that only 
require two men and a smaller vehicle; they also serve as a 
second underground crew as the workload dictates. To 
further train and provide better service to our members the 
majority of personnel interchange crews. They become 

The construction section of the Operations Department, front row, left to right: Jim Coan, truck driver; Jerry Hall, 
journeyman lineman; Don Golden, construction foreman; Jim Buggar, journeyman lineman; Bob Campbell, truck driver; 
Wayne Williams, first year apprentice lineman, and Charles West, construction foreman. Second row, left to right: Lee 
Thomas, manager of operations; Rodger McKeon, construction foreman; Keith Campbell, maintenance foreman; Keith 
Hospelhorn, groundman; Dan Beard, first year apprentice lineman, and Mark Peterson, journeyman lineman. Back row, 
left to right: Pat Hall, first year apprentice lineman; Bruce Hill, construction foreman; Dick Albert, maintenance foreman, 
and Larry Young, journeyman lineman. Missing when picture was taken are Danny Stice, journeyman lineman; Jim Dustin, 
journeyman lineman, and Bob Fisher, groundman. 
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117 attend informative Member 
Advisory Committee meeting 

Manager Jeff Reeves (left) discusses the Cooperative future 
with Phillip Maston. 

department were passed around for viewing. 
The last agenda item was “Clinton Power Station 

Update,” which provided information as to construction 
problems, inflationary costs and federal regulations that 
have affected the construction of the Clinton Power 
Station. 

A question-and-answer period was chaired by Manager 
Jeff Reeves. Reeves discussed members’ questions, which 

ranged from the current meter-reading program and bill 
complaints, to Clinton Power Station and the price of 
electricity in the future and how members will be able to 
afford electricity. The purpose of this and all Member 
Advisory Committee meetings, which have been mandated 
by your board of directors, is to allow another avenue of 
communications between the Cooperative and its members 
through direct contact. This further allows members to 
participate in a question and answer and educational and 
informational type meeting that serves their needs, which 
directly serves the Cooperative’s mission. 

The next scheduled Member Advisory Meeting is to be 
held in the fall. 

Your Cooperative will keep you advised of this meeting 
and all meetings that are held to inform the members of 
any concerns and needs. 

Office 
closing 

Corn Belt’s office will be closed 
Monday, Sept. 5, for Labor Day. In 
case of outage, call 1-800-322-6541. 

One hundred seventeen people attended the third 
Member Advisory Committee meeting of 1983 on July 12. 
The meeting, at Bob Johnson’s Brandtville Restaurant, was 
chaired by William Rolley, Vice President of Member 
Advisory Committee. Attending were members of the com¬ 
mittee and their guests, the board of directors and staff 
members of the Cooperative. 

A video tape, entitled “Rising Power Rates — Under¬ 
standing the Cause,” provided information as to some of 
the reasons why rates have risen and are projected to 
double by 1990. 

This was followed by a presentation by Keith Erickson, 
Manager of Engineering Services, explaining the functions 
and responsibilities of your Cooperative’s engineering 
department. From a simple staking sheet, which is origi¬ 
nated by this department to allow construction crews to 
perform their necessary tasks, to complicated system 

One of the 117 in attendance asks a question concerning 
Clinton Power Station. 

studies using computer technology, to determining when 
and where lines are overloaded and what is to be done to 
rectify a problem area or areas, the department’s role is 
vital. 

Further video presentations showed construction crews 
on the job, coupled with the Cooperative’s role in the 
“Condition 90” program. This led into a capsule look at the 
construction department by Lee Thomas, Manager of 
Operations. Cause of outages were explained and pieces of 
equipment used by the Cooperative in the construction 



How your co-op is organized 

Manager of Operations 

Lee Thomas 

Frank Borth 
Roy Raney 
Paul Roberts 

Operations Support Department 
The organizational chart indicates how your Cooperative 

is structured. The Operations Department is divided into 
four areas: (1) maintenance, (2) construction, (3) opera¬ 
tions support, and (4) tree trimming. Maintenance and 
construction have been covered previously. This month the 
operations support section will be highlighted. 

The operations support consists of two fleet mechanics 
and one utility worker. The mechanics are responsible for 
all preventive maintenance, repair, etc. associated with fleet 
maintenance. 

Presently, your Cooperative has 46 pieces of equipment. 
Types included are digger-derrick, bucket trucks, pole and 
wire trailers, trenchers, cars, pick-ups and other general 
purpose trucks. 

Properly maintained vehicles are essential to the success¬ 
ful operations of the Cooperative. Mechanics Frank Borth 
and Paul Roberts begin their day at 6 a.m. and work until 
2 p.m. If a vehicle has experienced a problem the prior 
work day a report is then filled out. In the morning, the 
mechanics review and proceed to analyze and correct the 

Pictured from left to right are Frank Borth, Mechanic; Roy 
Raney, Utility Repairman; Paul Roberts, Mechanic; and Lee 
Thomas, Manager of Operations. 

problem before the normal work day begins at 8 a.m. 
In-house vehicle repair and maintenance is performed on 

all facets of repair work. Certain functions, as hydraulic 
work within the boom, are sent out for repair work. 
Replacing chassis or vehicle bodies falls into the same 
category. 

Preventive maintenance is of prime importance. Chang¬ 
ing oil, tune-ups, etc. are items that cannot be neglected. If 
a vehicle cannot function properly it, of course, disrupts 
the operation of the Cooperative. 

In the near future, a further area of responsibility will be 
added to the mechanics. Maintenance and repair of oil 
circuit reclosures and sophisticated fuses will be performed 
at the Cooperative. Previously this type of work had been 
sent out to a company that specialized in this type of work. 

Another person in the Operations Support Department 
is Roy Raney, who is Utility Repairman. Roy has the job of 
doing all those little things around the Cooperative that 
have to be accomplished. A primary responsibility is the 
location of our underground cable that members request to 
be marked. This is an important function as it relates to 
safety and interruption of service. It’s a job that never is 
finished. 

Whether replacing light bulbs or assisting a construction 
crew, it must be done. A generic nickname for this person is 
“gopher,” due to the fact that going for this and that is 
essential to maintain a smooth operation in all aspects of 
providing service to you, the member-consumer. 

Your construction department is heavily dependent on 

its support personnel. Maintaining equipment and locating 
underground cable are two very important aspects of your 
Cooperative providing you the best service possible. 
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June newsletter survey results 
In your June bill the Cooperative asked the following 

question: “Cost and service are very important concerns of 
all members. From time to time the Cooperative responds 
to power outage calls and finds that the problem is not with 
the Cooperative’s equipment, but with the member’s. 
Should the Cooperative bill the member for this cost?” 

Below are the comments that were received. We encour¬ 
age you to call or write us when you have a comment con¬ 
cerning your Cooperative. Without your input, we cannot 
address your problems and attempt to correct them. 

Your comments: 
• Clearly define who owns what. 
• After second offense. 
• It’s a service. 
• Hell no. 
• Not unless it’s repeated time after time. 

• Yes, for any additional times for similar or related 
problem not corrected as recommended. 

• Instead of full costs of such a call, how about a 
middle ground — say about $20 fee and then levied only 
under the most blatant circumstances. 

• Yes, if it is for the repair of members’ wires and 
fuses. If there are only a few of these calls to coop. If this is 
becoming a larger problem a fee should be charged. The 
phone company (GTE) has a $29 charge for this type of 
call. 

• Ask questions of caller. 
• Unsure, too many variables. Is it a frequent occur¬ 

rence to one residence? Are the residents elderly. Is it easily 
detectable that this is a customer problem? 

• Not full charge — $5 or $10. 
• Why should I pay a portion of another member’s 

problem. 
• During the incoming power outage call the Coopera¬ 

tive should attempt to learn the extent of the circumstances 
involved in the power outage. At this point, perhaps a 
“diagnosis” should or could be made. If the member cannot 
discover the cause with the aid of the Cooperative, no 
charge should be made to the member. However, should a 
member fail to follow through on instructions from the 
Cooperative which would help discover the cause, then the 
member should be charged. 

• At least a nominal fee! 
• Mixed opinion. 
• Not for the trip. Repair would be up to member. 
• Why should Corn Belt pay for trips if it is not their 

fault? 
• IPC does! 

• Bill contractor or subcontractor involved. 
• Yes, but not an outrageous amount. 
• If the customer is at total fault. 
• We do not feel Survey Question 11 can be answered 

with a “yes” or “no.” If a member consistently calls the 
coop and does not correct the problem a charge should be 

made. Often it is difficult for the customer to determine if 
it is his problem or the coops. Then no charge. What 
happened to the once mentioned service. If it was found to 
be the member problem, the coop was already there, could 
they repair and the member pay a reasonable amount. 
Rural residents have a much different usage need than 
those in the city. Thus our kwh is much higher. Perhaps 
those in the small towns and housing projects often forget 
the difference. We feel REA service is a part of our electri¬ 

cal costs and one we really appreciate. 

Manager’s response 
By JEFF REEVES 

The question that was asked in June has various view¬ 
points and ramifications. All of our members are concerned 
with the total cost of providing electricity. Areas of waste, 

or unnecessary cost add to everyone’s bill. Your Coopera¬ 
tive’s board of directors is constantly reviewing policies and 
the effect of these policies. It has always been the policy of 
the Cooperative to not charge for a service call. 

In most cases, the Cooperative is responsible to provide 
service to the meter. Poles, wiring, fuses, etc. normally 
beyond this point are the responsibility of the member. 
This has always been the policy since the inception of the 
Cooperative. 

Your responses indicated an approximate 50-50 split on 
whether members should be charged for the service call. I 
realize the question asked did not supply enough data to 
assist in your response, but every member outage has its set 
of circumstances that make a “yes” or “no” answer virtu¬ 
ally impossible. 

When you report an outage, we ask that you have 
already checked to see if your neighbors are also out. Have 
you checked your breakers or fuses? In the house or under 
the meter or the pole? In many cases by just checking your 
breakers you can avoid calling the co-op for a trouble call. 
Most of our members are doing this presently. 

From January 1 through May 31, there have been 315 
outages reported. Of this, only four have been the mem¬ 
bers’ problem. Your Cooperative, once called, will try to 
repair your problem, if possible. We are limited in the fuses 
and breakers that we maintain in our trucks. 

Although the cost is borne by all members, the expense 
amounts to only a few cents a month per member. It is 
important to note too that the service has not been abused 
in the past. 

A final reminder: your Cooperative, as you are all aware, 
is always concerned with providing you the best available 
service at the lowest possible cost. With current rates 
forecast to double by 1990, all areas of expenses are 
continually analyzed. Can we do this cheaper? Is there a 
better way? 

I again ask for your thoughts and input toward making 
your Cooperative the best in the nation by communicating 
with your Cooperative. 
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Journeyman Lineman Jim Dustin (left). Construction Foreman Charles West 

(center) and Truck Driver Jim Coan backfuii a new three-phase pole. Poles 

are tamped hydraulically and by hand. 

Apprentice Forestryman Ed Ruhrup, 

in bucket truck, prepares to trim trees. 

After branches are cut they are fed 

into chipper truck for disposal. Even¬ 

tually, trimming of these trees will be 

required again. 

Pictured on the left is Manager of Operations Lee Thomas with Forestry 
Foreman Aaron (Jake) Jacobssen. Clearing trees for a new three-phase tie 

line between Wapella and Maroa for increased system reliability. 

Lineman Larry Young, in the bucket, 

and Apprentice Lineman Wayne Wil¬ 

liams work on the Hopedale-Olympia 

tie line. Tying these two substations 

together brings three-phase service to 

an area that is a heavy user of electric 

heat and crop drying. 

Maintenance Foreman Keith Campbell (left) and Groundman Keith Hospel- 

horn prepare to install a new underground installation.. 

Summer construction 
in high 

gear 
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How your co-op is organized 

Manager of Operations 
Lee Thomas 

Tree Trimming 
Department 

The organizational chart indicates how your Cooperative 
is structured. The Operations Department is divided into 
four areas: (1) Maintenance (2) Construction (3) Opera¬ 
tions Support, and (4) Tree Trimming. Maintenance, con¬ 
struction and operations support have been covered pre¬ 
viously. This month the Operations Department will be 
completed as the tree trimming section will be highlighted. 

The tree trimming section consists of two two-man 
crews. Until just a few years ago, there was only one tree 

From left to right are Lee Thomas, Manager of Operations; 
Ed Ruhrup, Apprentice Journeyman Forestryman; Cal 
Williams, Forestry Journeyman; and Arvon Jacobssen, 
Forestry Foreman. Missing is Elmer Edwards, Forestry 
Foreman. 

Arvon Jacobssen Cal Williams 

crew. As system analyses were completed, it was realized 
that one crew was not adequate to maintain 2,740 miles of 
line. At present, there is approximately 240 miles of under¬ 
ground line, which leaves 2,500 miles of overhead line that 
must be maintained. This includes transmission, distribu¬ 
tion and secondary wire. 

Forestry Foreman Elmer Edwards and Apprentice 
Forestryman Ed Ruhrup consist of one crew. The second 
crew is Forestry Foreman Arvon (Jake) Jacobssen and 
Forestryman Journeyman Cal Williams. These two crews’ 

total responsibility is trees. What do they do? 
Members, maintenance men and engineering department 

personnel inform the Cooperative that there are trees to be 
trimmed or removed. A crew is assigned a project and 
usually after consultation with the landowner, will com¬ 
mence their necessary work. It is important that an ade¬ 
quate maintenance program in the area of trees be on-going. 
Limbs that are touching the line cause line loss or may even 
cause an outage. Your board of directors, realizing the 
adverse impact that this has on the membership, added a 
second tree crew just over a year ago. 

In this type of work, you never seem to catch up. You 
are always behind. Many hours of study are spent on the 
different types of trees, and what can be safely done to a 
tree without destroying it. 

Trees occasionally go down through the lines during 

(Continued on page 16c) 
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Beulah Miller 

44 years of service 
Beulah Miller of 509 S. Kreitzer, Bloomington, Execu¬ 

tive Secretary, retired August 30, 1983. She began working 
at Corn Belt Electric Cooperative November 13, 1939 as a 
clerical worker, progressing to Stenographer, Office Secre¬ 

tary and Executive Secretary. 
The above are misleading as to the various functions that 

were performed by Beulah. To begin with, she attended 
every annual meeting, except the first one, which was for 
directors, as there were no members at that time receiving 
service. 

Many of you had the opportunity to meet Beulah over 
the years as she was located immediately behind the 
counter when you first entered the Cooperative office. Her 
smiling face and bubbling personality reflected the Cooper¬ 
ative’s effort to meet every member’s need. Beulah’s know¬ 
ledge and expertise were assets to your Cooperative that 
were unmeasurable. 

Beulah won’t miss the outage calls, the high bill com¬ 
plaints during summer air conditioning and the hectic pace 
that the Cooperative has experienced in recent years. She 
plans to take life a little easier, and do all those things 
around the house that never seem to get done; travel a little 
and continue to be a concert goer to see such stars as 
Liberace and Tom Jones. 

We wish Beulah a long, healthy, happy and well deserved 
retirement. Thank you for 44 years of dedicated service to 
Corn Belt Electric Cooperative. 

Maintaining 2,740 miles of line 
Your monthly power bill pays for many different costs, 

all associated with providing you with service. As you can 
see by the pie chart from the 1983 annual report, you bill is 
divided into different areas: 

The area that is to be addressed together is one of main¬ 
tenance, which is shown under Total Operating Expense. 
Maintenance is defined as, to replace or to keep active that 
piece of equipment that is in service. Your Cooperative 

owns and operates 2,740 miles of line. If you stretched that 
line from Bloomington in a single file you would reach to 
Phoenix, Arizona and back or to Miami, Florida and back. 

Construction on the first line started in 1939 and each 
year more and more has been added. Life expectancy is 35 
years. In 1946 it cost $981.73 to build one mile of single¬ 
phase #4 ACSR wire. In 1983 to build the exact same line 
it costs $8,377.21. More and more, maintenance and 
replacement must be done to the existing system to insure 
reliable service. But as previously mentioned the cost has 
increased. Building new line today and using a 35 year 
average it could last until 2018 before replacement is 
required. 

The alternative is not to rebuild on a scheduled main¬ 
tenance program. It leads to more outages due to storms 
and the cost is even higher due to overtime having to be 
spent. 

When a new line is built the cost is amortized over a 35 
year period. It is not passed along in an extreme and imme¬ 
diate rate increase; it is blended over a longer period of 
time. 

Your Cooperative is charged with the responsibility to 
provide you with the most reliable service at the most econ¬ 
omical cost using prudent economic decisions. 

The Cooperative will continue this philosophy, meeting 
your electric needs and requirements as they arise. 

In future months we will take further looks at your bill 
and how your money is spent. 
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$ Perceptions $ 
Many of us understand that numbers play a significant 

role in our daily life. Sometimes looking at a set of given 
numbers does not fully explain what they represent. How 
did we arrive at them? What do they represent? 

June’s books were recently closed out and at first glance 
can be misleading. Look at the bar graph shown below for 
one month’s figures: 

$649,973.32 

Revenue 

June 1982 

$734,372.90 

:: : $447,490.12 

$363,299.54 

Cost of Revenue Cost of 
Purchased Purchased 

Power Power 

June 1982 June 1983 June 1983 

Revenue increased 12.99% over 
previous year +$84,399.58 

Cost of Purchased Power increased 
23.17% over previous year. +$84,190.58 

$ 209.00 
If someone had only looked at Revenue, their percep¬ 

tions would be that there was an increase of $84,399.58 
for this month. Furthermore, there might be the miscon¬ 
ception that your Cooperative was making huge “profits” 
at the expense of the members. Of course, this isn’t the 
case. Since cost of Purchased Power increased $84,190.58, 
when subtracted from the Revenue it left a total of $209 

increase. The $209 cannot be considered excessive. 
Your board of directors, manager and staff and all of the 

Cooperative employees continue to look for ways to hold 
the line on increases and cut expenses whenever and wher¬ 
ever possible. 

October bill will be 
the last on summer rate 

The upcoming October bill will be your final bill for 
1983 on the summer rate. Your area meter reader will read 
your meter either September 17, 19 or 20 to end the 

summer rate. Starting with the date your meter was read in 
September, all usage for the coming months will be on the 
“winter rate.” 

Need extra money? 
In the past, Corn Belt Electric has sent letters to mem¬ 

bers when a meter reader is needed. To save money, we’re 
taking applications from our entire system. These applica¬ 

tions will be filed. If an opening arises, we will have appli¬ 

cants available. These applications will be kept for one year. 
Meter readers are currently paid $4.15/hour and $.29/ 

mile. The routes average 200 meters and 100 miles each. It 
takes 12-15 hours to read. The meters are read monthly 
between the 19th-22nd. 

If you are interested, please complete the form on the 
back of this page and return it to Corn Belt Electric Coop¬ 
erative. 

Correcting our mistakes!! 
In the August Illinois Rural Electric News it was ind- 

cated your Cooperative has 46 pieces of equipment. This 
should have read 52 pieces of cooperative equipment. 

Also, it was reported that from January 1 through May 
31, there have been 315 outages reported. Of this, only 
four have been the members’ problem. The information and 
statement is correct. Only four members have caused an 
outage to the Cooperative. The statistic that should have 
also been included was that during the period of January 1 
through May 31 there have been 53 outages reported by 
members that were their own problem and did not affect 
our cooperative equipment. 

Something missing? 

July and August survey on load management results will 
be combined and addressed in the October issue. 

Tree trimming 

storms. This requires complete removal of the tree as well 
as a longer outage. Equipped with bucket trucks and 
chippers, the Forestry Department prunes all limbs away 
from the line. Depending on the circumstances involved, 
average trimming on a tree will require the crews to return 
in two to three years. 

The Cooperative reminds members on the planting of 
trees: Look up before you plant! Is there a power line 
above? Once mature, will the branches reach into the lines? 
Is it likely that the weather, especially ice storms, will cause 
a tree to fall into the line? 

Your Cooperative enjoys the beauty of trees and encour¬ 
ages you to add to the landscape of central Illinois. We do 
remind you that trees can cause a hazard to the Cooper¬ 
ative and you! 

This second chipper unit 
was added approximately 
a year ago. With two tree 
crews, we are able to elim¬ 
inate hazards before they 
cause major outages. This 
unit cost $14,500. 
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Meter reader application 
CORN BELT ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE INC. 

P.O. Box 816 
Bloomington, Illinois 61701 

Location No. _____ 

Social Security No. . 

(Name) 

Route #  

Date   

Date of Birth Age 

Address.  Telephone Number  
(RFD) City State and Zip 

Township . County   

How long have you lived at this residence?  Do you own or rent your home?  

Height: Ft In ; Weight: Lbs. ; General Health: Fair  Good Excellent 

Your disabilities or handicaps? Do you wear glasses?.  

Education: Circle highest grade completed: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

Automobile: Make Year Do you have a driver’s license?  

Do you carry liability insurance?  

Name of Company   

Agent Address Telephone No  

Personal Liability Amount    

Property Damage Amount   

References: 

Name Address 

Name Address 

Name Address 

Are you now employed? ( ) Yes ( ) No. If ves. where 

Would your spouse be interested in being an alternate meter reader? ( ) Yes ( ) No 

Applicant’s Signature 

CORN BELT ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE INC.. BLOOMINGTON. ILLINOIS CORN BELT ELECTRIC 
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How your co-op is organized 

_ # Manager of Member Services 

Member Services Department jeny0,*^ 
The organizational chart indicates how your Cooperative 

is structured. Three departments have been completed: 
Engineering Services, Office Services and Operations. This 
month the Member Services Department will be high¬ 
lighted. 

The Member Services Department consists of four 
employees. The manager of Member Services is Jerry 
Durflinger. He supervises Ron McGuire, meter and service 
journeyman; Frank Kinnison, meter and serviceman second 
year; and Tim Merrill, meter and serviceman second year. 

This department has many diverse responsibilities. One 
of major importance is the reading and recording of meter 
readings which are used to compute members’ bills. Other 
duties include providing the services which members have 
requested of the Cooperative. 

The following are examples of functions which the Mem¬ 
ber Services Department performs: 

• Meter reading for all three-phase accounts other than 
farm and residential. 

• Meter testing of all single-phase meters on a scheduled 
basis. 

• Meter testing on an unscheduled basis in regards to a 
bill inquiry. 

• Energy audits. 
• Energy loan program implementation. 
• Coordination of budget billing with Office Services. 
• Energy analysis regarding current usage. 
• Energy projections regarding future installation of an 

electrical apparatus. 
• Complete hiring, training, etc. for 47 meter routes. 
• Handling delinquent accounts. 
The Cooperative is sometimes asked to provide speakers 

for topics relating to energy. The Member Services Depart¬ 

ment provides this service. In addition, the department is 
active in the 4-H Program, the Illinois Farm Electrification 
Council, and the Bloomington-Normal Home Builders 
Association. 

Corn Belt Electric’s membership has grown many times 
over since its beginning. As the membership has increased, 
so have the members’ wants and needs. The Member Ser¬ 
vices Department at Com Belt Electric Cooperative has 
always prided itself in meeting the members needs in an 
economical and efficient way. 

Although Corn Belt Electric continues to change, one 
underlying philsophy remains the same today as it was 40 
years ago; the member is the most important part of the 
Cooperative structure. It is to this philosophy the Member 
Services Department is dedicated. 

Member Services Department personnel, from left to right, 
Ron McGuire, meter and service journeyman; Frank Kinni¬ 
son, meter and serviceman second year; Tim Merrill, meter 
and serviceman second year; Jerry Durflinger, manager of 
Member Services. 
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July and August newsletter survey results 
In your July bill, the Cooperative asked the following 

question: “Some cooperatives are using “load manage¬ 
ment” to help keep rates down. Load management involves 
using an automatic switch to cycle-off appliances, such as 
electric water heaters and air conditioners, when electric 
use throughout the cooperative nears a peak. Personally, do 
you judge having load management as a very good idea, 
somewhat good idea, somewhat poor idea or very poor 
idea.” 

In your August bill the Cooperative asked for more in 
depth information regarding load management and asked 
“How favorable would you be to having some of your 

appliances on load management in an effort to keep the 
rates down?” 

What energy source do you use to heat your hot water? 
electric — natural gas — LP gas — solar — other. If “elec¬ 
tric,” could you go without using it for 20 minutes an hour 
during periods of high electrical usage? Do you have central 
air conditioning? If “yes,” could you go without using it 
for 71/2 minutes an hour during periods of high electric 
usage? 

Below are the comments that were received in July and 
August. They are not separated by month. Thank you for 
your continued support and interest in your Cooperative! 

• How about more of us members taking the 2V2 

mintues to respond!! 
• Personally I do not favor the approach. 
• We already economize on our electric usage. Why 

should we be cut off because someone else is piggish! 
• What is load management? 
• l do without hot water 20 minutes now. Using clock 

thermostat on air conditioner. 
• Not necessary as each household should be energy 

thrifty. If everyone would be conservative you wouldn’t 
have to raise the price of energy. It isn’t fair to the low 
users to keep raising prices. 

• Don’t have a hot water heater. 
• We have a timer on the hot water heater. Off 10 a.m.- 

4 p.m. and off 10p.m.-5 a.m. Have central air, but have not 
used in three years. 

• Can do without hot water heater unless its time to 
can. 

• We try to practice our own voluntary load manage¬ 
ment. Heavy use early morning and late evening, which is 
what we prefer. Could you charge more during peak hours? 

• What is the reason for answering — you are going to 
do as you want anyway. Just as the waste of including an 
envelope for return!! 

• I’m against load management, because it always costs 
us more. 

• You want to keep rates lower? Get rid of REN Maga¬ 
zine! 

• Load mangement ruins appliances. 
• We cut down and our bill goes higher and poorer 

service. 

• I am willing to consider if rates really go down! But if 
conservation only reduces profit and forces price up I am 
dead set against any further conservation! So far conserva¬ 
tion only seems to make the rates go up! I simply do not 
understand summer rates. Same facilities as used in winter! 

• Only if load management would save the customer 
money, otherwise somewhat poor idea. 

• I do not know what load management is so I’ll make 
no opinion. I’m for anything to save money. I could do 
without A/C, but it would take more starting it up again. 

• This is a stupid question. I could get along without 
A/C period, if I had to. 

• We have central air, but have not installed it and do 
not plan to!!! 

Manager’s response 
By JEFF REEVES 

Your comments and questions were most enlightening 
regarding the topic of load management. There is no simple 
definition to load management; however in its most simplis¬ 
tic term, it can be defined as “spreading out the needs for 
electricity throughout the day as opposed to use at one 
time.” 

Many appliances can be automatically turned off during 
peak periods and the member would not even realize the 
appliances are turned off. For example, air conditioners and 
hot water heaters could be turned off for ten minutes with¬ 
out affecting the members’ daily routine. By altering the 
shut off of each members’ different appliances, it would 
reduce the Cooperatives’ overall electrical demand require¬ 
ments. 

Why is this important to the Cooperative and you the 
member-owner? Let’s back up for a minute and start with 
the basics of generation. I won’t attempt to cover all 
aspects, but try and cover the points that affect us the 
most. 

Electricity is generated by coal and oil in this region by 
our suppliers, Illinois Power and CILCO. Their plants are 
designed to provide electricity to members at an instant as 
the switch is turned on. The generating plants run 24 hours 
a day, 365 days a year. Other than planned maintenance or 
equipment failure, they continue to operate and provide 
this base load power. 

As demands increase due to temperature increases, other 
plants that are not normally operating and called “peaking 
plants” are then activated to meet the unusually high air 
conditioning demand. This is a very costly process. Most of 
these peaking plants are older and oil fueled. They have a 
short start up time and are able to produce electricity very 
quickly as compared to a coal fired plant. 

Let’s stop and reflect for a moment. The bottom line for 
most consumers is what is the price? Or what will this cost 
me? As consumers, we are not concerned with the manufac¬ 
turing process unless it affects our ability to purchase the 
product. Power producing plants are no different. A peak¬ 
ing plant is ready to produce at anytime, but is primarily 
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The chart above attempts to show how demand fluctu¬ 
ates throughout the years 1981 and 1982. If the July and 

money. This does not mean your bill is reduced, but rather 
will not increase as much or as fast. 

Storms are a serious hazard as shown by the damage, left 
above, done to this 69-KV line pole. Right, crews work 
with hydraulic booms to change the broken pole. 

Storms 
Storms cause many problems for your Cooperative. On 

August 17, a small but active thunderstorm moved through 
the central Illinois area. The wind met the wood approxi¬ 
mately 2Vi miles south and VA miles west of Arrowsmith. 
The original outage occurred at 9:40 a.m. and the majority 
of members were back in service by 11:19 a.m. This was 
due to the availability of the substation in the immediate 
area capable of handling this load. 

To replace a 55-foot pole is not an everyday occurrence. 

We were fortunate that this was during the day and that it 
had stopped storming. Had it been at night and still raining, 
it would have taken much longer. It wasn’t until approxi¬ 
mately 3:30 p.m. that the pole had been replaced and all 
switching had been completed to put service back to 
normal. 

It is an inconvenience to experience a service disruption. 
The Operations Department does everything possible to 
restore service in the safest and fastest manner. We hope 
that weather in the future does not cause severe damage to 
your service and the Cooperative. 

Winter bill worries? 
Any members who anticipate having difficulty paying 

their winter bill should contact our office before the bill is 
due. Your Cooperative understands that unexpected prob¬ 
lems sometimes occur. We want to assist you; just let us 
know in advance. 

Holiday closing 
Corn Belt Electric Cooperative’s holiday schedule for 

November is as follows: 
The office will be closed Thursday, November 24, for 

Thanksgiving, and Friday, November 25. In case of power 
outage call 1-800-322-6541. 

Happy Thanksgiving to all of our members and 
employees. 
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Is your house losing energy? 
A FREE energy audit could help. 

For an appointment—Contact the Member Service Department at 1-800-322-6541 

Patterns of heat loss in an uninsulated house 

Preparing for winter 
This summer, maintenance, along with numerous con¬ 

struction projects, was not overlooked. On approximately 
eight miles of 69-KV transmission line running from Cisco 
to Deland , dampers were installed to help prevent lines 
from galloping. 

Galloping occurs in the winter when ice forms on the 
lines and, coupled with wind, causes lines to bounce up and 
down. These lines will hit together, causing a breaker opera¬ 
tion and a power outage. 

The dampers are still experimental and the results won’t 
be known until the first winter storm hits. We hope this will 
correct past problems and give all members more reliable 
service. This winter will hopefully provide sufficient data as 
to its effectiveness. If it is considered to be a success, more 
transmission will have dampers installed. 

Manager of Operations Lee Thomas holding a damper that 
will be installed on the 69-KV line from Cisco to Deland. 

Your Cooperative is looking at different types of sys¬ 
tems, materials, etc. that enables it to provide you with 
the most reliable service at the lowest economical cost. 

South of Interstate 72 near Cisco Construction Foreman 
Rodger McKeon is working from bucket. Truck Driver Bob 
Campbell positions bucket as required for damper installa¬ 
tion. 
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How your co-op is organized 

Purchasing Department 
Ed Weatherley 
Stanley Kozlowski 
John Sciutto 

The organizational chart indicates how your Cooperative 
is structured. Four departments have been completed: 
Engineering Services, Office Services, Operations and 
Member Services. This month the Purchasing Department 
will be highlighted. 

The Purchasing Department consists of three employ¬ 
ees. The purchasing agent is Ed Weatherley. He supervises 
Stanley Kozlowski, senior storehouseman, and John 
Sciutto, storehouseman. 

This department has many diverse responsibilities and its 
name is somewhat misleading. Along with purchasing, there 
is also the responsibility of material and inventory control. 
Acquiring the necessary material to build and maintain 
your Cooperative is a monumental task. In 1982, for 
instance, approximately $600,000 of new material was 
purchased. All of this, plus another $200,000 was put into 
plant. 

When inventory was completed in 1982, there existed 
only a net shortage of $443 out of $447,000. The numbers 
tell the story. The two warehousemen operate on a system 
of pride, productivity and perfection. Their goal is to try to 
keep finding better ways to streamline the material control 
system. 

When your Cooperative purchases items, competitive 
bidding is always used, and price is of the utmost impor¬ 
tance. REA supplies the cooperatives with its approved 
product list. The equipment that is purchased must be from 
this list. This insures that quality items are used to maintain 
the best reliable system. 

Every morning material for the day has been assembled 
and ready to be loaded on the trucks for the day’s work¬ 
load. From the smallest nut and bolt to large regulators and 
substation transformers records are maintained. At the 
day’s end, material that is being retired is handled by this 

department. It is inspected to see if it can be reused. 
The purchasing agent not only orders material, but must 

be aware of industry changes brought about by economic 
changes. If he is aware that the price of aluminum wire is 
anticipated to increase drastically, it is prudent manage¬ 
ment to increase inventory. This action eventually saves 
money for you the member. 

Keeping an adequate supply of needed material is similar 
to a juggler. Coordination by engineering, construction and 
purchasing personnel is of the utmost importance. It is vital 
that overstocking be kept to a minimum. Delays in shipping 
delay construction. Without adequate planning and antici¬ 
pated material needs from Engineering material is not 
available when required. 

The Purchasing Department is proud of its past accom¬ 
plishments, yet it still seeks better ways to improve its 
mission and role. A dollar here, $10 there, initially adds to 
many dollars saved for you, the member-owner, enabling 
the Cooperative to provide the most reliable service at the 
lowest cost. 

Left to right, Ed Weatherley, purchasing agent; John 
Sciutto, storehouseman; Stanley Kozlowski, senior store¬ 
houseman. 
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Manager Jeff Reeves listens during the question-and-answer 
session of the Member Advisory Committee meeting. 

Bob Fischbach, Manager of Office Services, shows the use 
of the on-line computer to committee members. 

Member Advisory Committee meeting 
Sixty-four people attended the fourth Member Advisory 

Committee meeting of 1983 on October 11. The meeting 
began at Bob Johnson’s Brandtville Restaurant and was 
chaired by William Rolley, vice-president of Member 
Advisory Committee. Attending were members of the 
committee, the board of directors and staff members of the 
Cooperative. 

Manager Jeff Reeves answered a number of questions 
on: 

• Line loss (the difference between what the Coopera¬ 
tive purchases and what it sells that is lost in the wires, 
because of trees in the lines, and through normal loss in 
transformers), 

• Ability to keep outage time to a minimum by being 
able to switch power from one substation to another when 
an outage occurs, and 

• All the steps Corn Belt utilizes prior to final discon¬ 
nection of electric service. 

Reeves also gave an in-depth look at load management 
and its costs, limitations and effect on members. 

The meeting was adjourned and all attending went to the 
Cooperative’s office. Tours were conducted by staff mem¬ 
bers of the following departments and the highlights 
follow: 

In the Accounting and Billing Department, members 
were shown the use of the on-line computer and how it is 
used when a member calls or comes into the office to seek 
information about their account. 

In the Engineering Department, mapping and the rela¬ 
tion of location number in reporting an outage were 
explained. Design of lines in subdivision and upgrading of 
single phase to three phase for increased loads were 
discussed. 

The Member Services Department featured reports on 
the relationship of reading meters, different types of meters 
and repair and testing of meters, as well as discussions on 
usage inquiries and their handling. 

Operations Department and the Purchasing Department 
personnel discussed the type of equipment and various 
material items that are required to build and maintain an 
electrical transmission and distribution system. Digger 
trucks, pole trailers and trenchers are just a few of the 
vehicles. Material needed is over 1,300 different items that 

must be carried in stock to meet the needs of the member¬ 
ship. 

Warehouses, pole yard and all offices were visited. The 
opportunity to visually inspect all office facilities and 
answer questions about any and all aspects increased educa¬ 
tion and information of the Member Advisory Committee. 

We thank all those who attended and invite any group or 
organization that is interested in touring the office facilities 
to contact Manager Jeff Reeves for full details. 

We identify ourselves 
All full-time employees of Corn Belt Electric Coopera¬ 

tive are required to carry an identification card at all times. 
This card has a color photo, social security number, signa¬ 
ture and birthdate. The manager’s signature appears on the 
reverse side. Before allowing an employee to enter your 
home, ask for this card. If a caller cannot produce a valid 
ID, contact the local authorities. 

FRONT 

Holiday schedule 
Corn Belt Electric Cooperative’s holiday schedule for 

November is as follows: 
The office will be closed Thursday, November 24, for 

Thanksgiving and Friday, November 25. In case of power 
outage, call 1-800-322-6541. 

Happy Thanksgiving to all our members and employees. 
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Manager’s Corner 
by Jeff Reeves 

With your September bill, the Cooperative asked the 
following question: “What is the Radio Station You Most 
Often Listen to?” Your responses indicated that the 
membership listens to 23 different radio stations. 

Your responses were most helpful. This, of course, was 
not professional market research of radio stations. It was 
intended to ascertain what radio stations our members 
utilize in order that once a power outage occurs, how the 
Cooperative can communicate with you in a rapid manner. 

It is the intent of the Cooperative when there is a power 
outage that affects many members (involving a subdivision, 
major line, or substation) that a local radio station be 
notified and informed of the cause of damage, if known, 
and the projected restoration time. This is currently our 
practice and the radio station contacted is WJBC-WBNQin 
Bloomington. That station’s coverage area can reach the 
majority of our membership. 

When a major storm (ice storm, tornado, etc.) occurs, 
more radio stations will be used. Along with WJBC-WBNQ, 
the following stations in a specific area will be contacted: 
WMLA-FM in LeRoy; WSOY-AM in Decatur; WHOW-AM 
in Clinton and WMBD-AM in Peoria. By using all these 
stations, the Cooperative can provide the total service area 
with information on progress being made toward restoring 
service to the members. 

We ask your patience when storms cause outages and for 
you to take the necessary safety precautions. Please read 
and become familiar with the following helpful hints. 

“WHAT TO DO WHEN THE LIGHTS GO OUT” 

1. Check to see if your neighbors’ lights are off. 
2. Check fuses or breakers in your switchbox panel. 
3. If fuses or breakers are all right, call your electric coop¬ 

erative. Give your address, location number and tell how 
long the power has been off. This will help your electric 
cooperative’s emergency work crews determine the 
extent of the outage and aid in speeding repair service. If 
your electric cooperative’s telephone number is busy, 
hang up and try again in a minute. The phone is not off 
the hook. Chances are your neighbors are trying to call 
the cooperative’s office, too. Keep trying and your call 
will eventually be answered. The information you have is 
important to your cooperative’s repair crews. 

4. Turn off all electrical appliances that were on, especially 
air conditioners or electric heating systems. This will 

permit the power to be restored sooner, without being 
knocked out again by automatic limiting devices that 

protect your electric distribution system from damaging 
overloads. 

5. Turn on your portable radio and listen for public service 
messages from your electric cooperative. Your coopera¬ 
tive uses the following radio stations: WJBC, Blooming¬ 

ton; WRBA, Normal; WMLA, LeRoy; WHOW, Clinton; 
WSOY, Decatur; and WMBD, Peoria. 

EXTENDED OUTAGE - WINTER 

1. Wrap up in your warmest clothes. Wear several layers of 
clothing rather than one or two bulky garments. 

2. Keep the refrigerator and freezer closed. If the outage 
lasts until food starts to thaw, put the food outside in a 
shaded place, if temperature permits. Be sure food is 
protected from birds, dogs, etc. 

3. In extreme cold, fill all available containers with drink¬ 
ing water, then drain the pipes in your house to prevent 
their freezing and bursting. 

4. Maintain an adequate supply of fuel for cooking on your 
fireplace, grill or camp stove. 

5. Cook in the same manner as you would during a summer 
outage, but be mindful of dangerous fumes. 

6. Keep canned goods with a long shelf life on hand to eat 
during the emergency outage. Soup, chili and stew, for 
example, are simple to prepare and provide warmth as 
well as nourishment. 

7. In extreme cold temperatures, the entire family should 
group together in one room where all drafts have been 
sealed off. If a fireplace or wood burning heater is avail¬ 
able in the home, make that room your headquarters for 
the duration of the outage. 

8. Layers of blankets or quilts provide adequate warmth at 
bedtime, but warm, down-filled sleeping bags are best. 

9. During periods of rest, the human body gives off 75 
watts of heat. Use this heat by grouping two or three 
persons together under blankets inside zipped-together 
sleeping bags. 

POWER BACK ON 

Once the electricity is on again, turn on the appliances 
that you had previously turned off if they are needed. 

CAUTION: If you have a heat pump and it’s winter, 
don’t reset the thermostat to the “ON” position as soon as 
the power comes back on. Here’s why: 

The electric heat pump performs its job by circulating a 
refrigerant gas. When the power has been off for a while, 
the unit’s gas cools and changes to liquid. This liquid has a 
tendency to collect in the unit’s compressor. If the unit is 
forced into operation at this state, possible mechanical 
damage can result. To protect your heat pump and your 
pocketbook, follow this rule after a winter power outage: 

If the power has been off from two to ten hours, wait 
one and one-half hours before turning your heat pump on. 
If the power has been off longer than ten hours, refer to the 
owner’s manual before restarting. This time is necessary for 

the crankcase heaters to change all the liquid refrigerant 
back into a gas again. 
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Your Lifestyle can make a 

Refrigeration 8% 

Air Conditioning 7% 

Lighting 6% 

Cooking 4% 

Clothes Drying 3% 

Other Uses 4% 

You know, YOG have complete con¬ 
trol over how YOG use YOGR electricity. 
YOG choose the ingredients that are 
necessary for YOG to maintain YOGR 
standard of living. 

The WAY YOG LIVE and the WAY 
YOG GSE your electrical appliances 
have a greater impact on your con¬ 
sumption of electricity than the 
NGMBER of appliances you have. 

This pie chart shows the amount of 
energy used in the residential sector 
nationwide. 

We in Illinois have relatively good 
lifestyles, and we tend to use more 
energy than the national average. This 
applies to all forms of energy— not 
just electricity. 

Let's take a look at some of these 
“lifestyle considerations'' that can make 
your electric bill appear to be higher 
than “normal." 

Family Size 
Let's face it, there is a direct relation¬ 

ship between the number of people 
living at home and the amount of 
energy that is used. That's especially 
true if you have teenagers at home. In 
addition, if friends and relatives are visit¬ 
ing, you can expect to use more energy 
for cooking, baking, laundry, and hot 
water. 

Space Heating & Cooling 
From a comfort standpoint, most of 

us prefer to be relatively cool in sum¬ 
mer and warm in winter. Others prefer 
temperature extremes. In Illinois, 
humidity plays an important part in our 
year-round comfort, too. If we operate 
dehumidifiers in summer (and, to a 
lesser degree, humidifiers in winter), 
this contributes to our household 
energy consumption because they tend 
to run continuously. Portable space 
heaters, air conditioners, and fans in 
such places as the garage and base¬ 
ment also contribute to our energy 
consumption. 

By taking a look at our "comfort" 
lifestyle in terms of maintaining relative 
humidity and temperature, we can use 
energy wisely in many ways. These 
range from adding insulation, weather¬ 
stripping and caulking to simply turning 
down the heat and turning off the air 
conditioning in rooms not used. 

Water Heating 
About 15% of the energy used in the 

average American home is for water 
heating. Hot water plays a very impor¬ 
tant role in everyone’s lifestyle — but 
many lifestyles require substantial quan¬ 
tities of hot water, and that results in 
higher energy use. 

Ask yourself some of the following 
questions ... 

“When I take a bath, do I use hot 
water sparingly, or is the tub completely 
full of water?" 

“Do I take short showers, or do I stay 
in the shower until the hot water gets 
cold?" 

“Do I repair leaky faucets, or simply 
let them drip and waste hot water?” 

“Do I operate automatic washers and 
dishwashers with a full load, or just 
whenever it's convenient? (like with a 
pair of jeans or just a few dishes)?" 

Appliance Use 
We have a host of time and labor 

saving appliances available to help us 
do our work whenever we need their 
service. These appliances work for 
you around the clock, whenever you 

| choose to use them. But wise use of 
! appliances can have a positive effect on 
your energy consumption. 

For example, ask yourself questions 1 

like these ... 

"Do I turn off lights when a room is 
not in use, or do I leave them on?" 

“Does my television set entertain the 
entire family, or does it entertain an 
empty room?" 

"Do I leave the oven on 'warm' for an 
extended period of time, or do I cook 
many dishes at once and then turn the 
oven off?" 

These are prime considerations that 
affect the amount of electricity you use 
to maintain your lifestyle. All Americans 
are part of the residential sector, and a 
spirited energy management conscious¬ 
ness is likely to start at home. 

The effects of a home and farm 
energy management program can pay 
big dividends! 

Why is my electric bill 
higher than my neighbor’s? 

You just answered this question your¬ 
self. It’s YOGR electric bill, and it reflects 
the amount of electricity consumed by 
YOG and YOGR FAMILY in YOGR HOME 
and on YOGR FARM. 

Your neighbor may have a completely 
different set of circumstances ... differ¬ 
ent number of people living at home, 
different lifestyle, different size home, 
different farming equipment and meth¬ 
ods, etc. These and many other factors 
make a comparison with your neighbor 
less than meaningful. 
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Com Belt Electric News LOCAL 662-5330 
LONG DISTANCE 1-800-322-6541 

CORN BELT ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE INC., BLOOMINGTON, ILLINOIS 

Nominating committee appointed 
The board of directors of Corn Belt Electric Cooperative 

Inc. at its regular board meeting on October 25, 1983, 
appointed the following members to serve on the nominat¬ 
ing committee: Don Rutherford, Route 1, Towanda; 
Jeffrey Power, Route 2, Saybrook; Duane Johnson, Route 
1, LeRoy; Melvin Schuler, Route 1, Lexington; Robert E. 
Hopkins, Jr., Route 1, Minier; Gregory Otto, Route 1, 

Plan ahead 

1984 Annual Meeting 
arch 24 

lomingtoi 
High School 

Danvers; Daniel Toohill, Route 1, Wapella; Paul Malone, 
Maroa; William Dehority, Route 1, El Paso; Ralph Steiger, 
Route 2, Delavan; and Rae Payne, Route 1, Towanda. 

This committee will meet at 10 a.m. on Wednesday, 
January 11, 1984, at the office of Corn Belt Electric, 1502 
Morrissey Drive, Bloomington, to select nominees for 
election at the 1984 Annual Meeting. 

Plan on digging 
Caution: Corn Belt Electric is NOT a member of 

J.U.L.I.E. Call the office before you dig — Monday through 
Friday, 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Loss of life can occur when an 
underground line is severed, not to mention the resulting 
power outage. 

To have a Corn Belt Electric underground cable located, 
please call at least 24 hours before you anticipate digging. 
Please help us to help you! 

Holiday schedule 
The office will be closed Friday, December 23, and 

Monday, December 26. It will also be closed Friday, 
December 30, and Monday, January 3. In case of an outage, 
please call 1-800-322-6541. 

r SEASON’S 
GREETINGS! 

I 
/ 
I 
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I 
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DIRECTORS 
John Butterfield 
Myron Erdman 
Homer Jeckel 
Thomas Johns 
Ralph Kahle 
Leonard Maupin 
Janice Reimer 
Stephen Schertz 

Frank Thorp 
John Tompkins 
Lewis White 

EMPLOYEES 
Richard Albert 
Sue Andrew 
Walter Armstrong 
Dan Beard 

Frank Borth 
Marcella Brienen 
James Buggar 
Michael Butler 
Keith Campbell 
Robert Campbell 
Sandra Carlson 
James Coan 
Darrel Cobb 
Dolores Cook 
Lynn Curtis 
Gerald Durflinger 
James Dustin 
Elmer Edwards 
Richard Elliott 
Keith Erickson 
Robert Fischbach 
Robert Fisher, Jr. 

-V £>  

Donald Golden 
Jerry Hall 
Patrick Hall, Jr. 
Bruce Hill 
Lyle Hinshaw 
Dorothy Ho eke r 
Keith Hospelhorn 
Arvon Jacobssen, Jr. 
Kathy Jordine 
Frank Kinnison 
Stanley Kozlowski 
Ronald McGuire 
Rodger McKeon 
Tim Merrill 
Joyce Miller 
Mark Peterson 
Roy Raney 
Jeffrey Reeves 

Paul Roberts 
Edward Ruhrup 
John Sciutto 
Dorothy Scott 
Robert Smith 
Ronald Stack 
Frank Stevens 
Danny Stice 
Linda Struck 
Lee Thomas 
Terri Tibbs 
Ed Weatherley 
Charles West 
Steve Wheeler 
Calvin Williams 
Wayne Williams 
Michael Wingett 
Larry Young 
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October newsletter survey results 
With your October bill, the Cooperative asked the 

following question: “Since you are a member-owner of the 
Cooperative, what change or changes would you suggest to 
encourage you to attend the annual meeting?” 

Your comments: 
• Have it in the evening. Registration maybe from 5:30 

til ?. Luncheon to follow, then meeting til ?. This is 
arrangement of Federal Land Bank and seems to work well. 

• You don’t have to read the report that is given to 
each ynember. We can do that. The meeting gets to be too 
long. 

• We enjoy it on Saturday, with the noon meal. 
• Make it clear why it is important to attend. What 

advantages it could mean. 
• Besides electing officers, what important business will 

be discussed. 
• We are vacationing each March. Our suggestion is a 

change of season. 
• Become a director. 
• Think it is ok the way it is. It is advisable to keep 

reports as brief as possible, but factual. 
• Shorten the finance reports. We can read. 
• No ideas. 
• Ido attend and I think you’re doing fine. 
• Move meeting place around. Like school gyms, etc. 

Bloomington is too far. We are next to last member on the 
line (mailed from Oakley). 

• My husband and I did not know that we could attend 

these meetings. Where do we sign up for them at. 
• 1 believe an evening meeting would enable more 

people to attend because of jobs during daytime hours. 
• End proxy voting — elections to board look rigged. 

I’m not saying they are. Limit times people can be on 
board. 

• Possibly an evening meeting, starting at 7-7:30. 
• We could attend easier on an evening as we catch-up 

on Sat. on the farm. Try Monday. 
• A dinner meeting would be better for us because 

being in retail, we must be at work Saturday. 
• Ido not feel like a member-owner. The institution is 

self maintained and perpetuated. 
• Since we have not been a member very long, no 

comment. 
• Have heat in meeting room. 
• Offer attenders a rebate off of March, ’84 electric bill 

— 5-10 percent. 
• Topless dancing girls and lots of free beer. 

Manager’s reponse 
By J. D. REEVES 

All of us at one time or another have attended meetings. 
After the meeting is over there is a moment of reflection 
on our part as to the worth of the meeting. But before we 
discuss a meeting’s worth, let’s first look at the meeting 
itself. 

Why have an annual meeting for the Cooperative? As 
stated in the current by-laws under Article II, Meetings of 
Members, Section 1, and I quote, “An Annual Meeting of 
the members shall be held on the 6th day of February of 
each year at the principal office of the Cooperative in the 
City of Bloomington, County of McLean, State of Illinois 
for the purpose of electing directors, passing upon reports 
covering the previous fiscal year, and transacting such other 
business as may come before the meeting. Provided, that 
the Directors of the Cooperative, at any meeting of the 
Board, notice of which meeting and purpose of which 
having been duly given to the members of such Board, held 
at least twenty days prior to February 6th of any year, may 
change the date of annual meeting of that year to any later 
day in the months of February or March and may change 
the place of meeting ot any place in any county in which 
Cooperative maintains electric transmission and distribution 
lines.” 

As you read, the current by-laws call for an annual 
meeting. Originally designated to meet in February and at 

the Cooperative, it was amended by a by-law change to be 
held in February or March in the Co-op’s service territory. 

The reasons for this change have been the uncertainty 
of the weather early in February and lack of adequate 
facilities to host an annual meeting at the Cooperative’s 
headquarters. It is possible that this may be the last year at 
Bloomington High School, as increased attendance at the 
annual meeting is causing a problem. 

Your Cooperative is owned by the members it serves. It 
encourages that you write, call and attend annual meetings 
to gather your ideas and answer your questions concerning 
a multitude of subjects. At every annual meeting you have 
an opportunity to elect to the Board of Directors your 
representatives who act in your behalf on policies, financial 
planning, etc. that your board must make decisions upon. 

The annual meeting encourages you to meet your dis¬ 
trict representative on the board, to meet staff members 
that can answer questions relating to the day-to-day opera¬ 
tions of the Cooperative. It also affords an opportunity to 
discuss matters of political, social and economical subjects 
that constantly affect your Cooperative. 

Our government regulations can have a tremendous 
impact on your monthly bill. Information on these subjects 
are essential if, in the democratic process, we are to be 
leaders or to be led. 

At the beginning of this article, I talked about the worth 
of meetings. You are the ultimate judge in the value of 
meetings. It is the goal of the Cooperative to hold each year 
the best annual meeting to meet the desires and needs of 
the membership. Your Cooperative is representative of its 
members and their input. 

I hope to see and meet as many members as possible at 
the next annual meeting scheduled for March 24, 1984, at 
Bloomington Senior High School. 
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To use the chart, find the 
estimated or actual wind 
speed in the left-hand 
column and the actual tem¬ 
perature in degrees F. in the 
top row. The equivalent 
temperature is found where 

these two intersect. For 
example, with a wind speed 

of 10 mph and a tempera¬ 

ture of -10 degrees F., the 

equivalent temperature is 

-33 degrees F. This lies 

within the zone of increas¬ 

ing danger of frostbite, and 

protective measures should 

be taken. 

Beware of wind chill 

ACTUAL THERMOMETER READING °F. 

Wind Speed 
MPH 50 40 30 20 10 0 -10 -20 -30 -40 -50 -60 

EQUIVALENT THERMOMETER °F. 

Calm 50 40 30 20 10 0 -10 -20 -30 -40 -50 -60 

5 48 37 27 16 6 -5 -15 -26 -36 -47 -57 -68 

10 40 28 16 4 - 9 -21 | -33 -46 -58 -70 | -83 -95 

15 36 22 9 -5 -18 J -36 -45 -58 "72 | -85 -99 -112 

20 32 18 4 -10 -25 -39 -53 -67 -82 -96 - 1 10 - 124 

25 30 16 0 - 15 -29 -44 -59 -74 -88 - 104 - 118 -133 

30 28 13 - 2 - 18 -33 

ro 
O

 1 00 1 -79 -94 - 109 - 125 - 140 

35 27 11 - 4 -20 -35 -49 -67 -82 -98 - 113 - 129 -145 

40 26 10 - 6 -21 -37 -53 -69 -85 -100 - 116 - 132 - 148 

Wind Speeds greater 
than 40 MPH have 
little additional 
effect 

LITTLE DANGER 
FOR PROPERLY 
CLOTHED 
PERSON 

INCREASING GREAT DANGER 
DANGER 

DANGER FROM FREEZING OF EXPOSED FLESH 

Now that winter is well under way, we’ve been hearing 

weather reports warning of the wind chill factor. But what 

is wind chill and how does it affect us? 

In the summer, when a breeze blows over a sweat- 

covered arm, that arm feels cooler. The same applies in the 

winter. The harder the wind blows, the faster the body 

looses heat. People, in turn, feel colder as wind speed 

increases. What is comfortable in a coat at 30 degrees 

becomes a bone-chilling 16 degrees with just a 10-mile-per- 

hour wind. 

Wind chill also effects homes and buildings. A windbreak 

of trees or other buildings will result in a warmer home or 

working area, or even a warmer shelter for animals. 

Next time you look at your outdoor temperature, be 

sure to see how hard the wind is blowing and dress accord¬ 

ingly. It is better to be warmly dressed than to take a 

chance against winter’s wind. Use the chart to find the wind 

chill factor at given temperature and wind speeds. 

SNOWMOBILERS 
Be Alert for Hidden Dangers Snowmobiling 

is gaining in popularity 
as a winter sport. The winter 
snow cover offers thousands of Illinoisans 
the chance to use snowmobiles for fun and transportation. 

But winter's snow cover can conceal dangers for snowmobilers. 
More than half of the serious snowmobile injuries involve collisions with automobiles, 

other snowmobiles, trains, and fixed objects such as trees, fences, utility poles and guy wires. 
Be especially alert for the dangers of guy wires or other supports for utility poles. They 

can be difficult to see against a background of bright snow or during dawn or dusk hours. 
Watch for downed power lines, too. Your snowmobile could be wrecked if it runs across a 
downed line, and you could be seriously burned or even killed if the line is energized. 

And, if you do see a downed power line, mark the location. Then notify local authorities 
or the electric supplier in the area. 

Corn Belt Electric Cooperative Inc. Urges you to use extreme caution as you snow¬ 
mobile. Drive defensively to keep your snowmobiling fun and safe. 

tfcr, |; ^ 
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25th Annual 
Youth To Washington Essay-Speech Contest 
For high school studenfs in sophomore or junior class — 1984 

SUBJECT: “ACID RAIN! WHAT IS IT AND HOW DOES IT AFFECT 
OUR SOCIETY? UTILITIES, ETC.?” 

SPONSOR: CORN BELT ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE INC. 
P. O. Box 816, BLOOMINGTON, IL 

Phone: (309) 662-5 3 30 or 1-800-322-6541 toll free 

PRIZES: TWO — One-week bus trips to Washington, D. C. — June 8-15, 1984 
A once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for two winners to receive an in-depth view of our government, including the White 

House, and personally meet with congressmen, senators, and other leaders, and usually meet with the President. 
All ten finalists will attend Illinois Youth Day at our State Capitol in Springfield, Wednesday, April 11, 1984. 

8 RUNNERS-UP - $25.00 Cash 
WHO MAY ENTER: Any high school student in sophomore or junior class (10th or 11th year) enrolled.in a school district 
all or partly served by Corn Belt Electric Cooperative Inc. (members of families of this co-op board of directors, employ¬ 
ees or previous trip winners, are not eligible.) You do not need to receive service from Corn Belt to enter. 

FORM OF ESSAY: Must be typed on S1/^ inch by 11 inch paper, double spaced, one side only, and approximately 1,500 
words in length. Contestant’s name must not be on the paper. Entry blank must accompany essay, giving name, parent’s 
consent, etc. Essays in excess of 1,500 words will be accepted but will be penalized for each additional 100 words. The 
words “a, and, the”, etc. will be counted as words. Hyphenated words count as one word. Contestants must count words 
and enter total word count at end of essay. 
LAST DATE OF MAILING: Essay and entry blanks must be at the office of Corn Belt Electric Cooperative Inc., P. O. 
Box 816, Bloomington, II. 61701, not later than noon, March 14, 1984. 

JUDGING: Essay will be graded by a committee of judges on the following basis: 
Originality of Essay 20 Points Composition 20 Points 
Content and Accuracy of Fact 20 Points Oral Presentation 40 Points 

Grading will be done first without the oral presentation. The ten highest scorers will present a 5-minute summary of their 
essay. 
DINNER AND CONTEST: Each of the ten high contestants, parents, and sponsors, will be invited to dinner on April 4th 
after which essays will be summarized by students and judged. “Sponsor” refers to the person who assisted the contestant 
in this project. 

INFORMATION FOR CONTES¬ 
TANTS: Contestants may secure infor¬ 
mation anywhere available. The Co-op 
office will also send literature to every¬ 
one interested. All contestants are 
invited to contact the Co-op office for 
additional information at this time. 

TO ENTER THIS CONTEST: 
1. Just send a card to Corn Belt Elec¬ 
tric Cooperative Inc., P. O. Box 816, 
Bloomington, II. 61701, requesting 
information material and an entry 
blank. Your Agriculture teacher, 
Home Economics teacher, English 
teacher, or Co-op members will be glad 
to help you. 
2. Send your essay with the entry 

blank to arrive not later than noon, 
March 14, 1984. 

CORN BELT ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE INC.. BLOOMINGTON. ILLINOIS CORN BELT ELECTRIC 

ESSAY DEADLINE 

Essays and entry blanks must be received by noon, Wednesday, March 14, 
1984. Enter now! 

Corn Belt Electric Cooperative Inc. 
P. O. Box 816 
Bloomington, IL 61701 

Please send an entry blank and information concerning this summer’s 
“Youth to Washington” essay contest. 

Name      Date  

Parents’ Name     

Address     

Telephone No. Age Sex: Male Female 

High School  Class Year   
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